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A DIFFERENT KIND OF
IRISH BAND
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DRESSEDTO KILL ALL THE WAY
duo Roxette ore

Stevie Nicks follows up her top 20 hit

!ooking lively again with their single

'Rooms On Fire' with 'Long Woy To Go'

Sultry Swedish

ROXETTE

'Dressed For Success' out on July 3. Like

out on July 3. It's token from her olbum

their previous single 'The Look', it's token

'The Other Side Of The Mirror' and the

from their album 'Look Sharp', and the

flip side features 'Real Tears'. A limited

flip side features 'The Voice'. Over on

edition of the single with o gotefald

the 12 inch you'll also find an extended

sleeve will also be available featuring

mix of 'Dressed For Success'.

two exclusive pictures of Stevie hand

Roxette are just about to start a
Swedish tour and we might even see
them

ploying

dotes

here

"'

before

Christmas.

tinted by the lady herself.
The CD version of 'Long Woy To Go'
hos a live version of 'No Spoken Word'
recorded al the Red Rocks Stadium in
Colorado way back in 1986.

IT'S RAINING

PURRFECT

Those dreadlocked desperadoes MIIII

Legend in leather, LL Cool

Vanilli are back in action with their

his third album, 'Walking With A

single 'Blame It On The Rain' on July 3.

Panther', this week. The action-pocked

Produced by Fronk Farian, the man who

16 tracks include his current single 'I'm

helped turn Boney Minto megastars, the

That Type Of Guy', 'Nitro' and the

12 inch features a special club mix of

rather smoochy 'Two Different Worlds'.

the song.
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LL COOL J

J, releases

The album was produced by LL

Milli Vonilli hove decided lo set up

himself, with a little help from Dwayne

home in Los Angeles and they're busily

Simon of the LA Posse and Honk

searching all the shops trying to find o

Schocklee of Public Enemy fame.

decent pair of curtains before they start
o major American tour.
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Rap's leading lady, the Real Roxanne, releases her debut album, 'The Real Roxanne', on July 3. The album

Z

reatures her current single, 'Roxanne's On A Roll', as well as her previous hits 'Bang Zoom (Let's Go Go)' and . .
'Respect'.
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•owN UP
Bobby Brown, who will be playing to approximately
70,000 people during his sell-out shows at Wembley
Arena, releases his single 'On Our Own' on July 3. The.
single will be featured on the soundtrack of tht1
'Ghostbusters II' soundtrack album due out in August.:
The video for the single took nine hours of solid
dancing before Bobby was happy with the result!

GOOD GIRL

BUST TROUBLE

Michael Jackson will be bock on

The Beastle Boys, who release their

July 3 with his new single 'Liberian Girl'.

new album 'Poul's Boutique' on the

It was written by Michael himself and

Capitol label soon, ore involved in o

produced by Quincy J~r:ies, while the

legal wrangle with their old record

flip side features 'Girlfriend'.

company Def Jam.

The video for the single is truly

The bond soy they received less than

spedoculor and features o selection of

$100,000 in royalties from their debut

guest stars including Steven Spielberg,

album 'Licensed To 111', even though it

John Trovolto and Don Aykroyd.

sold more than four million copies, but

SMITH TOUR

of the cash alleging that the Beasties
broke o contractual agreement to

Classic American heavy metal bond

supply them with o second album.

Def Jam soy they're withholding the rest

Aerosmith will be ploying some long

The Beasties claim there was no such

awaited lour dotes in November. They'll

agreement and that Def Jam owe them

be kicking off with Belfast Antrim Forum

$5 million.
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on November 11, followed by Dublin
Point 1 2, Hammersmith Odeon 1 5,

BIG TALK

ore

Arthur Baker follows up 'It's Your

available from box offices and usual

Time', w ith 'Talk It Over' on July 3.

agents.

It's sung by New York newcomer John

Birmingham

NEC

18.

Tickets

Aerosmith should be releasing o new
album to coincide with the dotes.

Warren and the single also features
Arthur's bond, the Bockbeol Disciples,
who ore featured on his forthcoming
album.
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Malcolm McLaren And His Bootzilla Orchestra release their long awaited album 'Waltz Darling' on July 3.
Produced by Phil Ramone and Talcy Maley himself, the album has eight tracks including 'Deep In Vogue', 'I Like
You In Velvet' and the rather bizarre 'Algernon's Simply Awfully Good At Algebra'.

EXTRA DATE

ENEMY SPLIT

Pet Shop Boys, who releose their

It seems that Public Enemy hove split

RELEASES

single 'It's Alright' this week, hove added

up because of a backlash against the

another dote to their lour with a show at

anti-Jewish comments Professor Griff

Birmingham NEC on July 13. Tickets

has been making.

priced £15.50 ond £13.50 each ore

Griff, who's a member of the Nation

available from the box office and usual

Of Islam, a block Muslim organisation,

agents.

has claimed in recent interviews with the
American press that Jewish people have

FACE FRONT
Waterfront, who ore bubbling up the
charts with their single 'Cry', release
their debut album 'Waterfront' on July 3.
The album features 10 tracks including
the current hit single, and among the
other tracks you'll find 'Nature Of Love'
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stranglehold

on

the

American

The Jewish Defence Organisation
said it would picket any future concerts
by Public Enemy, and many record shop
owners hove said they'll now refuse to
stock any Public Enemy records.
We

understand

that

Chuck

D

originally intended lo just sock Professor

BE CHOOSY

all the hostility against the bond, he's

The Darling Buds release their single

completely.

decided

to

end

Public

As rm went to press, there wos no

,.

flip side features 'Mary's Got To Go'

official confirmation of the split by CBS,

....

~

while the 12 inch features the bonus

who distribute Public Enemy's records in

track 'Never Stop'. Both these tracks ore

the UK. A spokesperson said that as far

new recordings.
T~e Buds are currently louring Europe

their own right ot the London Marquee on
July 19. The bond ,hould hove another single
out in September.
Heavy metal band Slammer, who hove just
released their album 'The Work 01 Idle
Hands', hove lined up some dotes lor next
month and they'll be ploying Edinburgh
Venue July 9, Leeds Warehouse 10, Sheffield
limit 11, Milton Keynes Woughlon Centre 12,
Reading Paradise 14, Cordill Venue 16, Birmingham Irish Centre 17, Newcastle Riverside
23, Buckley Tivoli 28.

Enemy

'You've Got To Choose' on July 3. The

""'

Skin Games release their debut album
'Blood Rush' on July 10 ond trocks include
'Brilliant Shining', 'Your l uck's Changed" and
'Trade'.

Following their dotes supporting Bananarama, Perfect Day hove lined up o show in

involved in the slave trade.

I • ' '
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Bradford release their single 'In Liverpool' on
July 3. The flip side features 'Boys Will Be Boys'
ond the 12 inch features the extra track
'Everywhere I Turn'.

economy, and that years ago they were

Griff from the group, but in the wake of

z

Ill

z

and 'Broken Arrow'.

a

Syndicate, who hove been supporting
Tronsvision Vamp on toor, release their debut
single 'Baby's Gone' this week. Syndicole will
also be ploying a dote in their own right ot the
London Powerhous on July 12.

as they knew, the bond were still
together.

but hope to be bock for British dotes
later this summer.

-LOSE

OUT

Gloria Estefan follows up her top IO single 'Can't Stay Away From You' with 'Don't Wanna Lose You', out on July 3. The song is
taken from Gloria's forthcoming album, and the CD version will also feature her classic ballad 'Anything For You'.

GLORIA ESTEFAN
6
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magine, if you will, a land where money
falls from the sky, all people £re
beautiful and witty, parties are still fun
at 3am and 'Entertainment USA' is but
a tiny piece of undigested food in the
bowels of its creator. It sounds too
good to be_ true, and indeed it is, yet
if c
·
'le are to be believed,
thi
· like'° iJ1 the Sixties.
dered#whether I
en, iorn in 1951
(
have made me
64\ tb avoid
il;;,6rqer Beatles wig,
(ld 61d e~ough in 19..79, to realise that
h~pelessfada,ctign . to _,b~wel-mangl'.ng
o ,at . as ot something to aspire
is ~pothesis, I
tirfe. (l"lachine by putting
ries not included) onto a
t ,n it. Then,
er, deeper,

I

don't
answer
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Strangers smile and gently nuzzle
behind my ears. Michael Caine leans
out of the first of a convoy of Mini
Cooper S's, and begs me to be his
chauffeur at a daily rate of £8,000. I
drive him up and down the King's
Road for a few hours. then stop off at
the Unemployment Exchange where
laughing bearded clerks gaily press huge
sprays of carnations and thick bundles
of cash into my pockets.

hence to Highbury, where Jimmy
Greaves, resplendent on the Spurs
Biba-sponsored paisley away strip,
scores six of the seven goals that crush
the Arsenal (the seventh is scored by.
Bob Wilson, who dribbles neatly to the
edge of" his own area, turns, then
deftly chips the ball over his
frantically-gesturing defence into an
empty goal).
As the happy rival fans shake hands
and exchange smocks, the scene fades.
. . change batteries .. (Cliff Richard
hums the 'Dr Who' theme) , .
"Orrright. chuck," bellows Cilia Black.
Leaping out of the Brentford
Nylons-swathed waterbed, I rush into
the next room, locking the door
behind me. To drown out Cilia's
urgent entreaties, I grapple with a
shed-sized pink and gold radiogram,
only to be rewarded with Tony
Blackbum introducing 'I'm 'Enery The

T

E,ghth I Am' by Herman's Hermits.
Seeking refuge in the kitchen, where a
naked Keith Moon is busily hurling
appliances out of the w indow, I open
the fridge, whereupon a Watney's Party
Seven half-full of He:nz Beenz falls into
my shins, heavily soiling my purple
crushed velvet bell-bottoms (cavernous
enough to comfortably conceal the
chiming apparatus of St Paul's) and
orange square-heeled PVC bootees.
Scrambling straight through the
perspex front door into the cold
Hartlepool night, I plummet the 32
storeys tietween my pre-fab rabbit
hutch and the asbestos-sprinkled
adventure playground below, Getting to
my feet, an Escort Mk I piloted
waywardly by a kaftan-clad Perry
Como screeches up. The passenger
window is wound down and Ken
Dodd, shaven-headed, begins blankly
chanting "Krishna, Hare Hare".
The ground trembles, there is an
earth-shattering roar, and a B52
screams 30 feet over our heads. Jack
Charlton leans out of the cockpit, then,
with a wild-eyed grin, r eleases a
torrent of Agent Orange, much of it
into Keith Richards' expectantly open
jaws. Splutter, fade, the Shoppers
Paradise Powapaks expire, and I return,
a hollow, exhausted wreck, a sad,
lonely irrelevance. No videos, no
Voctona Line, no Glenn Heddie, no
McDonald's, no thanks

Guinness Books
announce the
7th Edition of
British Hit Singles
June heralds the arrival of the seventh
edition of Britain's top rock and pop encyclopedia!
Bigger and better than ever with over
150 new illustrations and the launch of a reader
offer providing the chance
to purchase a wide range of the records featured.
Available now from your local bookshop
price £8.95.
'1-t,j4IJITIO"'
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The last word in good books
R

N\ 7

'Sunkist'®is the great new orange crush that's arrived
fresh from the States.
Try a can or two right now and you could find
yourself picking up a lot more than the great taste of the
California sun.
With a little luck you could also pick up the keys to
one of the West Coast's most sought after status symbols.
The ultimate tanning machine.
A mint condition silver VW Beetle soft top.
(If you're not that lucky there are also 1000 'Sunkist'
T-shirts to be won.)
All you have to do is send off a 'Sunkist' ring pull or
bottle cap with the completed entry form below and you'll be
entered into our free prize draw. (If you don't have a 'Sunkist'
ring pull or bottle cap, don't worry, write to us and we'll post
you a free one to send with your entry form.)
So try the great taste of 'Sunkist' or 'Diet Sunkist'®
real soon.
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Sunkist Free Draw Entry Form. Send to: 'Sunkist Free Draw'.
PO Boie 51, Bumley, Lanes 8811 lDQ.
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love
junkies
Canada seems to be forcing its
way onto the rock and pop map
with a vengeance this year, what
with the Cowboy Junkies and Mary
Margaret O'Hara breaking through,
and now it looks certain to be the
turn of Toronto based band the
Pursuit Of Happiness. The band
have just released their LP 'Love
Junk' over here, but it's the single
'She's So Young' that could well
provide one of the surprise hits of
this summer. A seductive, classy
pop song that weaves a decidedly
unwimpy love tale through a
landscape of driving, almost
Stonesish guitars coupled with
some dreamy vocals from Moe
Berg and co-TPOH members Kris
and Leslie, 'She's So Young' is
one of those rare records that
plays the radio game without
compromising too much. This is
undoubtedly a band, not a
collection of studio gadgetry, and if
you still don't believe us and you
happen to be within earshot of
central London, you can catch the
band when they pop over to
Blighty this week.

1 'Beard It Through
The Grapevine' Marvin
Gaye
2 'My Shaved Face'
Paul McCartney
3 'Lager Lout Come
The Freaks' Was {Not
Was)
4 'Hand On Your
Parts' Kylie Minogue
5 'Licence To Kill'
Gladys Knight Out
With The Boys

ti)
(I)

··-Q.
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competition
As the mercury creeps ever higher here at Index towers the last
thing we need is an invasion of Transvision Vamp to blow the
thermometer past bursting point. However, an Index competition is a
sacred thing, so how do you fancy the chance to save yourselves a
few quid by winning a free copy of the Transvision Vamp LP
' Velveteen'? We've got 10 copies of the fabulous record to give
away, and each copy has been smouldered at by Wendy James
herself. Phew, it's enough to give a boy a stroke {oo er missus!) so
just correctly answer the three questions below and you could be a
lucky winner.
1 Which celebrated alternative comedian, featured in the rm Christmas
issue, has Wendy James been dating recently
a) Roland Rivron, b) Rik Mayall, c) Ben Elton?
2 Which of the following is NOT a definition of Vamp
a) A woman who uses her charms to captivate men, b) A musical
accompaniment, c) A blood sucking rodent?
3 What was the title of the band's debut LP
a) 'Pop ·Said', b) 'Art For Art's Sake', c) 'Pop Art' ?
Send your answers on a postcard to rm Transvision Vamp
Competition, Greater London House, Hampstead Road, London NW1
7QZ to arrive by closing date July 10.

6 'It Is Time To Get
Spunky' D.Mob
featuring NSU
7 'Pictures Of Macho
Men' _Status Quo
8 'Drop The Trousers
Boy' Bros
9 'I Drank All Night'
Cyndi Lauper
1O 'The First Picture
Of You' the Quiche
Eaters
Compiled by the
Flint Stoned

hand of god
If you see a half Argentinian, half English pop singer who sounds a
touch like f'rince wandering about, could you please let us, or his
record company know. The gent beneath the sheets is known simply
as Che, and since the release of his smouldering single 'I Wish He
Didn't Trust Me So Much', he's done a runner. Could it be delayed
guilt and shock at the Maradona goal against England? Could it be
repulsion at Andrew Lloyd Webber's film version of 'Evita' ? Whatever
the answer, the singer apparently has an obsession with classic cars,
lives in a castle in Wales and never wears socks. Sounds like a right
'nana doesn't he, but his single could force him out of hiding with
its mixture of a touch of Prince and a touch of the Matt Goss in the
vocal department. The single is produced by the happening Tackhead
team of Adrian Sherwood, Doug Wimbush, Keith Le Blanc and Skip
McDonald. Che's debut LP, 'Narcotic', is also out there somewhere
folks. Strange!
'10 R Iv\
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earbe nders

◄ pop

Andy Strickland
'Protest Songs· Prefab Sprout
(Kitchenware LP)
'Here Comes Your Man' Pixies
(4AD 45)
'She's So Young' Pursuit Of
Happiness (Chrysalis 45)

will remix itself

Looks like M 's 'Pop Musik (1989 Remix)' is set to become the latest oldie
to hit the charts with a new look and sound. Robin Scott, the man behind
the hit from 1979 (good Lord - distinctly ageing Ed) has until now
stubbornly refused to remix the single or even to let it be used on
compilation records. He was even canny enough to delete the single when
it originally dropped out of the charts and to buy back all rights to his
material when MCA turned their noses up at his third LP.
Hence, the man was all set to re-release the quirky number whenever
and however it suited him. Having been impossible to get hold of for the
past 10 years, 'Pop Musik' was bound to rouse interest on its re-release
and with Robin's remix, another by Ben Liebrand is due in two weeks. It
looks like the charts may well be his lobster again this summer. Level 42
fans will remember that those mighty drums are being bashed by none
other than a youthful Phil Gould. Robin Scott looks set for a busy year.
He has just set up his own Freestyle label and is his own A&R man
currently looking for new acts. Contrary to what many people think, the
original 'Pop Musik' failed to reach the number one slot in the UK.
Fourteen other countries sent it to pole position, but over here that nasty
Art Garfunkel and his rabbits kept it at bay with 'Bright Eyes'. Here
endeth the history lesson.

Betty Page
'Batman' Prince (WEA LP)
'Raw Like Sushi' Neneh Cherry
(Circa LP)
'It's Real' James Ingram (WEA 45)
Kevin Murphy
·counterfeit EP' Martin L Gore
(Mute LP)
'Heart Shaped World' Chris Isaak
(Warner Bros LP)
'Back To Life' Soul II Soul (10 45)

fi sher folk

►

They're back. The band that left the Wonder Stutt's road crew to seek
fame and fortune in their own right, the Stlnkin Fish, have just released
their debut single 'Mules To Asia' and made the first steps in their
masterplan. Already picking up considerable radio play nationwide, as well
as becoming a favourite in their native Midlands, 'Mules To Asia' is an
irresistible mix of Pet Shop Boys, SAW, Fuzzbox and Tommy Cooper, just
the sort of record to take full advantage of the silly season and perhaps
sneak into the charts at the band's first attempt. Believe us when we tell
you, these people are already stars just waiting for the rest of the world
to realise the fact. They'll have their own TV series before Fuzzbox as
well!
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A weekly cut out and keep guide to the world of pop, TV, sport, shopping and high finance compiled by the Pop Detective

Is Prefab Spr o ut ·s mainman
Paddy 'Macaroon· McAloon hard
ince, just say

you're intere
touch. Meetings will be held every
Wednesday, where we will all sit in a
ring and discuss our disturbing problem.
Young Simon was at the Bee
Gees' party looking lost, lonely and
ignored by the entire celebrity throng.
Meanwhile his mate Andy 'Only here
for the sausage rolls' Crane was
hob-nobbing with the rich and bald.
Lulu was there too, wearing a
Freemans Catalogue outfit and spending
most of the time talking about the old
days with exurlce Gibb.

......._

Jacq~
Ban , , ,
eve

J.fg;_f;.

~r

up for a few bob? Babble spies
recently spotted the singer, who has
worked with Ste vie Wonde r .
Thomas Dolby and Man i Caine,
g z1ne has approached
working at a petrol station in
e
with the same proposal.
Gateshead.
No news yet on whether he's
After the stories that Elvis is still
accepted.
alive, the latest wheeze from America's
At a swanky party recently held in
gutterpress is that Andy Warhol's
Madame Tussaud's in London, a
death was a cover up.
Hoorah Henry who'd had one too
sol\s--1\Jeh i ~ o
many Pimms broke
#'"'"l"'°""i,ne/;.l,e,i'
- ~
ac1" me for
marked 'Staff ,.-;· ;,.;;,o~~=,r,,,,,,r:,!~'!!'i"'...._
be
cal
size replica
his arm.
ntly
Local hi: ,
Dundee Co

Danny
to side,

WHAT l DO ON MY HOLIDAYS:

w

Second Surrl'i'tie
to them, it's entit
Love'.

Baby Ford's last single, 'Chikki

This week, Simon Parkin says: " l
like pretending to be Grace Jones ~
going to parties in New York ai
wearing stupid clothes."

ki Ah Ah', featured the voice of
rno Tim Jeffer y repeatedly
'Baby Ford ba-ba Baby Ford'
f
a t ~, . ~ne message our
~/ ~r~g machine. Mr
~~ . --~
ith Tim's voice
call again and say
the tone.
ael is currently
Swiss cabin miles
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The grubby and shiny w orlds of pop
meet and shake hands - Vince

turned down a Hollywood offer to
turn his life story into a movie.
Something we wish Richard 'Virgin'
Branson had the modesty to do.
'Branson: The Legend' is premiered at
the Brighton Film Festival later this
year. Sheesh! I bet it's a real scorcher.

mp an
bits of masking tape.

with

Wet Wet Wet , on tour in
Denmark, were missing their favourite
hobby ·curry frenzy' so much while
they were away from home (they
don't sell curry in Scandinavia) that they
phoned up their local Indian take-away
and asked for three chicken masalas, a
couple of popadoms. pilau rice and
onion bhajis to be specially flown over.
The joke turned on them when a
young man from Bearsden arrived at
their hotel with their order and a bill
for £637.76. True! Honest it is.
If Frank Sidebottom doesn't
have a number one single by February
I 5 I 99 1 he has promised to do a
Joanna Lumley-style striptease live on
the 'Wogan' TV show. For God's sake.
rush out and buy Frank's new single!
Oh well, I'm off.

RN\ 1 3

It's holiday
time again,
and as the
nation rolls
out its beach
towels, whips
out its
Bergasol and
toddles off to
foreign parts
(well, those
who can
afford to,
anyway), rm
offers you its
very own
travet guide
to the
swing ingest
parts of
European
nightlife.
Your man
with the
blazer and
courier's
clipboard:
Phil
Cheeseman
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alearic Beat. Two words that launched a
Bwelter
of attempts at definition

records where drinks are four times
more expensive than the local bars
oefore we all realised that a supposed
and restaurants some two minutes
musical form which encompassed acid
away where you can sample local
house, Mandy Smith and the Thrashing
specialitie.s such as salchichon, heuvos y
Doves couldn't possibly exist. Not
fritas (sausage egg and chips), habas
o utside the fevered imagination of a
con tostadas (beans on toast) and
few London DJs, anyway, who thought
pizza (pizza). And if you look the
that shipping a few mates out to a
part, ingratiating hustlers will accost
Mediterranean island for a week or
you with club invites or offer you
two would be a grand idea.
two drinks for the price of one if
Once a hippy tefuge, 'lb1za is now
.._ you frequent ,;my•bar'.:. This is Ibiza
0
temporary home o• Club 18-30
\. "town, supposedly the, plunt of beautiful
customers who can practise their ritual
people, the jet-ser "and the
cry of 'You What. You What. You
ultra-trendy.
What, You What, You What' in an
On the other side of the island, San
Antonio is worse. It's for you if your
atmosphere of sun. sand and cheap
name's Gazza, Tel or Shaz and the
booze; young couples with prams and
a few fashion victims who've been
only foreign things you appreciate are
misled into thinking that lbiza's where
sun and crumpet.
Ibiza does, however, deliver the
it's at, man. Whatever 'it' is.
opportunity to rave all night, though
Ibiza is a temple to the bizarre.
spending a week in London would be
The harbour area is jammed with bars
just as rewarding and a lot cheaper.
pumping out three month old house

Clubbing in Ibiza requires the art of a
master-blagger or a fat wallet in
search of weight reduction. The
perennial Big Three are Ku,
Amnesia and Pacha, after which
you can finish off at the appropriately
monikered Space between seven and
I I In the morning, by which time
you'll be finished anyway.
hat's Ibiza. Barcelona and Madrid
are much more like it, and with
several world famous art galleries
between them, you get the chance to
become an art bore, too.
A word of warning: Spain is
currently in the grip of a virulent
outbreak of acid fever (though 'acid'
stands for any form of house music). If
Smiley makes you frown and house
bores you silly, you have two choices:
I) limit cultural activities to sensible
things like architecture, museums and
flamenco evenings, or 2) go
somewhere else.

T

Smiley T-shirts, patches, badges and
(yuppies), though being from Barcelona
stickers in every possible form are on
they tend to have a little more style
sale from market stalls, clothes shops,
sense than Jonathan from ' Brookside'.
fly stalls in metro stations, department
At places like ARS Studio you can
stores and airports. Radio plays 'Work
arrive at midnight and chat w ith the
It To The Bone' and 'Acid Mix' (a
bar staff - they'll be the only other
Spanish mix album currently in the top
people there. Then you can watch
20) between Madonna, Jason Donovan
with disbelief as the place fills up at
and Spanish music.
2am - on a Wednesday.
Contrary to pop•,lar opinion,
At Flbra Optlca, a mixture of
Barcelona isn't actually in Spain at all.
rich kids and Smiley casualties join
Spaniards will readily testify to this,
Michael Jackson practising the dance
while Barcelonans will become deeply
steps from his videos to house music.
offended if you suggest they have
Diehard househeads can happen along
anything in common with the
to the acid club at Ozono. 'Very
inhabitants of Madrid.
. - - -.,_·,ntense' we were warned but rm
Their language, Catalan, has been
at ◄am. Two ours
revived to such
t ent th-Jthe
!Ion t understand each other
he
inos
party
time. The scope for making up
part
on fies
ow language - my mix of
and
nds, bu
ltalir Catalan and Engli_sh
oisie
le
·a storm - 1s enormous.
. In
he__..,_.,_Barcelona really does dese rv
ke a1ything as
reputation as crazy 9 ubbing cit ,
thougH its new-found prosperity has
lot
"°'•·"'sethe
"•'- nearest
=;;.;..;a,-traffic
driv
brought a proliferation of pijos

.....

jam (never far away) and join a horn
orchestra. These motorised street
parties can happen at any time, but·
five in the morning is a favourite. Of
course, they like to club too.
Archy is the archetypal jet set
club. Drop a British accent and you're
in. Air e plays astonishing(y good
music but speeds it up until it's
impossible to dance to, though the
over 30's trying out their Travolta
steps didn't seem to be having too
much difficulty. Better altogether is
Kitsch, younger, hipper and set in a
converted underground car park.
Current fave pijo hangout is the
out-ofOh Madrid.
Mad
all house and New
ou'd easily be forgiven
Incredibly enough,
g rockabilly club
, a club for all you
nes (Yas•ta at
the Malasaiia area, a
osphere more
terdam than Madrid,
play pinball, roll

spliffs and listen to excruciating
Seventies rock music from the likes of
Peter Frampton. You can even, if you
!ook ~ard enough, listen to Spanish
pop at places like Malasana.
The only time you're likely to get
some sleep in Madrid is at siesta time
in the afternoon. So have a big lunch
and enjoy the only peace at any time
of day or night Madrid has to offer.

SPAIN'S CURRENT
FAVES
Amnesia -'Ibiza'
Richie Rich - 'Salsa H

Ralphi Rosario - 'I
Mickey O liver - 'I
LNR - 'Work It
Jason Donovan - ISl!laliod--W
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are frustrated musicians. so
A lltheDJssaying
goes. They may look

Can an
ex-

Housemartin
really be into
hip hop?
As he re leases
his single,
'Blame It On
The Bass
Line', Norman
Cook
confesses to
Tim Jeffery
that all the
time he was
with the band
his real
ambition was
to play with
his turntables
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like t hey're having a good time
spinning discs in nightclubs to hoards
of eager dancers, but in fact they're
probably dreaming of creating their
own records and jumping around on
'Top Of The Pops' like Coldcut,
$'Express and . . the Housemartins.
Eh/ Surely some mistake/ Nope, it's
true. Norman Cook, bassist with the
now defunct indie pop heroes, claims
he is in fact a hippety hoppet y DJ
who likes nothing better than to
immerse himself in James Hamilton's
jitters and jiggles, and what's more, he
wants to make dance music. Now hold
on there. Everyone knows indie pop
and dance music have bugger all in
common. Smiths fans cross the road
when they see a homeboy coming
down the street, so how can an
ex-Housemartin be into hip hop/
"The Housemartins stuff was never
really my kind of music," confesses
Norm. "I always said I hated the

Smiths and all that indie stuff."
How come you joined the
Housemartins then/
"Well it was an accident really. I'd
known Paul Heaton since college we'd been in a band together. He
approached me saying. 'Look. we've
got this band the Housemartins a
record deal, and a few gigs lined up.
do you fancy helping out/'. I didn't
really want to do it at first because I
was quite happy DJ-ing. but it seemed
a laugh, so I did and it just took off."
But if it wasn't your kind of music
how did you stand it/
"It was simply great fun, and I
wasn't going to pass up such a great
opportunity. It was very frustrating
sometimes though, especially when I
saw t he kind of records that I wanted
to make being successful. It was
horrible, seeing Bomb The Bass and
'Pump Up The Volume' going to
number one, because I'd been making
that kind of stuff at home as well.
"There was one point where it got

THE C~

a little difficult with the band, because
a DJ mix record I'd made came out
as a bootleg, and the rest of the lads
said, 'Look, either you're with the
band or you're going to do the DJ
stufr. I chose the band."

music."

een in this light, it wasn't so much
that the Housemartins split as
exploded! In all directions too, with

Go! Discs gave Norman some time
off. and he teamed up with Danny D
to remix Eric B's 'I Know You Got
Soul', which subsequently shot into the
top 20. Before he knew it, record
companies were asking him to do the
same to other dance tunes.
"It got to the point where I was
actually building whole new t racks, you

the Beautiful South continuing in the

know the first two minutes was all

pop tradition, Norman returning to his
dance roots and Stan venturing into a
weird indie direction with his album.
"When the band split I wasn't sure
what to do at first," continues
Norman. "Go! Discs were saying, 'You
can knock up one of those 'Pump Up
The Volume' things in an afternoon,
can't you/', but I'd always shied away
from making stereotype music. It's daft
really, a white bloke from Brighton
making rap records. I was always
trying to think of a way of doing
things that was still me and not just
copying cliches off black American

my work and people were dancing to
it, so I thought maybe I can make this
kind of music as well. I told Go!
Discs I wanted to make a kind of dub
album. They gave me a funny look,
but said 'OK'."

S

'Let

Them Eat Bingo' is the result,
and it's far more than a dub
album. A curious concoction of funky
riffs, Latin and African beats and hip
hop sensibilities. There are one or
two covers of songs like 'Dance To
The Drummers Beat' by Herman Kelly,
but they're so obscure you'd never

notice, while an odd assortment of
guest artists including Billy Br.agg, the
Real Sounds Of Africa and cockney
rapper Wildski pop up every now and
then. Apart from the distinctly current
hip house-ish 'Blame It On The
Bassline', the album sounds as if it
could have been made 15 years ago.
"Yeah that's the drum sounds,"
explains Norman. "I didn't want that
sharp drum machine sound, and
however much we t ried it just didn't
work · with a real drummer, so I
sampled all the bits from old Seventies
records - taking a hi-hat here, a
snare there, and so on.
"I guess it is a hopelessly out of·
fashion album, but hopefully by the
time it comes out it'll be in fashion,"
quips Norman. 'Tm already thinking of
the next album and who I can work
with. If a few interesting people in
the pop world notice 'Bingo' then I
might be able to get even more
diverse next time. I'd love to be in
the position of Coldcut where they've

got so much credibility that they can
work with anyone they want to people like Mark E Smith - that
would be great."
Who would you really like to work
with?
"Er . . Elvis Costello, Roddy
Frame - I'd like to do a deep house
track with them!"
But they're guitar pop heroes not exactly normal for a dance fan!
"Yeah, but they write great songs,
and that's w hy dance music gets a bad
name, because the songs are so crap.
I'd like to put melody and songwriting
into dance music."

Is there any rivalry with other
members of the band?
"Oh yeah, but it's all friendly. I'm
sure there'll be a bit of piss taking on
all sides. But I'd like to see the
Beautiful South at number one and me
at number two."

The other way round surely?
"No no, Paul deserves a number
one more than I do."

DOK REPORT
"The Housemartins stuff was never really my kind of music"
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It's not often that we here at
rm dance get to talk about
one of our secret fave raves
- the Monkees - but now
we can, because they make
a brief appe arance on Twin
Hype's brilliant new cut 'Do It
To The Crowd' .
It starts with the guys
rejecting a real smokin'
Monkees groove In favour of

their own amalgam of ' Stone
Fox Chase' and 'Black Riot'
breaks and beats. But this Is
more than just another
dodgy hip house cash-in
tune with a rickety rap over
any old house back beat.
It's much more of a real
fusion between house and
hip hop, with a killer
bassllne, a wicked rap and

BY

TIM

JEFFERY

some cutting and scratching
that'll send every b-boy into
ecstasy and plenty of
mentions of James Brown,
Paid In Full etc.
This Is one of the first
releases on the new Profile
label (UK branch of the New
York dance specialists).
Watch out for a Twin Hype
album soon! (CM )

After lost yeor's mossive club rap hit 'Know How' which heralded the
beginning of hip house, the Young MC is bock with another scorehe
though not quite in the classic category of his former
guaranteed to make 'em groove. This time it's m
to his strong rapping and not, as you might imo
reggae influenced track. It's called 'Bust A Move'
records nowadays it is olso bocked with on eq
ong mid-~,
groovy track called 'Got More Rhymes', wher"9 the mon once og ·
on about nothing in porticulor, in his own inimitable 5
·1y
get instrumental versions of both tracks to rpolly get in
g
could eosily hove come bock with o cop-olit hip hou5e
more innovative than that. Young MC is s ·11 pushing boc
the rap sound. (CM)
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MEN
It's true that Britain's been strengt
Ing ,u,~ :lll!"'l'
music during the fading of the Chic
booni,
York's lndle labels that have graspe
lnltlatl e
pumping out the highest quality dance · sic.
Such a label Is Broadway's MicMac Re
, a label
an Impeccable track record in freestyle/ho
fusion,
spanning records from last year like 'Chang
Me' by
Cynthia and Tony G's 'Tony's Song'. Latest offe' lna._from the
label is 'Try Yaz:z:' by the Improbably named Two wtiho.t,____
Hats, a highly effective if hardly subtle mugging of the riff In
Yazoo' s 'Don't Go'. There's no need to worry about the
singing though - the only human noise mostly consists of
something that sounds like 'this Is mad' yelled In Spanish.
Though It's been around for a couple of months, It looks
likely to get a UK release - given the time these things
take, it'll probably coincide with the single European marke t
in 1992.
Meanwhile, despite the development being made In the
freestyle/house crossover without the media megahype that
prematurely detonated acid, It hasn't broken out of the
Hispanic market in Miami and New York. Not yet.(PC)

FUSE -WORLD DANCE MUSIC
[inc.CLUB TRAX J
NATION RECORDS
TEL 01 ·792 8167/229 4604
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... EAST MEETS WEST has never been mo re exciting .... '
'FUSE' - LP IN SHOPS 3rd JULY

NR0001 L - Dist. PINNACLE

C
with contributions this week from Tony Farsides, Chris Me llor,

COOL CUTS
Redhead Kingpin And The
FBI
Ten
EW) fM GLADYOUCAMETOME
BasNolr
USNugroove
Deceptively smooth summerylatin ho111e.9roove that hides o vicious dub on the flip
SAYNOGO
, DelaSoul
Biglife
DO THE RIG HT THING
(SOUNDTRACK LP)
Various Artists
US Motown
(NEW) SOMEBODYSOMEWHERE
Johnson Dean featuring
ih~ataw
WAU
Hip hop at a roaring poce set off by Linda's stunpingvocols
(NEW) THIS IS GARAGE
,-.VaflousArtlsts
Coo/tempo
Allthe big garage hits this yearplu .$0111e ~ickirig cuts from K-YZE ond Fred Fowler
101
Sheena Ea ston
USMC~
SUNSHINE '89
Fax Yourself.
EuroS~ orio
(NEW) RUFF&MASSIVI:
MasslveSounds USNugroove
Seven!jes wof, woh guitor !lnd rosto roppillQ over o strictly dub · -Tm°
~ OREVERTOGETHER
RavenMa}Je
US Quark
,,..r FIGHTTHEPOWER
Public Enemy
Motown
EW) BIG TYME
.
HeavyD-a.Th~~ x
'.S'"MCA
~N.,;;e'bvmfromAme,·cd'shiplJ.o,f!:It. ;:~
US Profile
GET BACK TO LOVE
Blat;ksmlth
ffrr
G ET ON IHE FLOOR
Ud,an Nature
Moles Records
( EW)PETEYWHEATSTRAW
TotalMddness
U5£)opeWax
More in the endless $lreOm of Lanno house with ridiculous nomes ond great rhythms
BAMBOLEO
Gipsy Kings
A7
(NEW) GET LOOSE
LAMlx
A&M
~
e, Adoms bockwith o hip hou~e s!omp'enHot'f sure1o os huge oshi~i!tline
(Whoops, sorry!)
M Iies Jaye
4th & Broadway
HEAVEN
Starlight Invention
(NEW) NUMERO UNO
Grou.,_~ ~ -Euro Discomogic
Trendy Euro house with loads ofpt~
DO THE RIGHTTHING

2
3
4

5
6

•

,

~
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ut is in fact
p· responsible
n the US
st year. While
ed up on the
more than a cult
recor ,
may change
now that de/Construction have
icensed 'I'm So In 12ove' for the UK.
JF°eJ,long was put tygether by Ben
Ce~~ NY DJ wl:\o had
previo y been in he American
jazz fun group Nµcleus. Better
kno
then as C ,smo D, Ben
dee'
gel )"lo production work.
The S R'.i roject came about
when Ben
nd the two girls
Sharmelle •nd Lorrie, who were
keen to orm a group. The song is
aJi«H, melancholic affair in the
!<few York club tradition with strong
harmonies. Watch out for the follow
up 'Our Love Is Over', which is due
in the summer. {PA)

SHALOR
AND
ORDER
~

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

19
20

CoolCuts is compiled with th~pof Citysouhds, 1-\igh Holbom,
LondonWCl.Tel:01 -4 5'545,4
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For oll its undoubted merits, De La Soul's '3 Feet High And Rising' did
hove one slight drowbock. So pocked with good ideos was this seminol
album that many of its better tracks were either too short or recorded at
too low a volume for most working DJs to play. Thus it comes as
· something of a relief to have the LP's finer moments plundered for single
release, latest up being the excellent 'Say No Go'. Remixed by
ex-MIAIRIRIS duo Dave Dorrell and C J Mackintosh, with ils nagging guitar
sample and anti-drugs rap, 'Say No Go' shows a more hardcore side often
overshadowed by talk of yoghurt, daisies and general hippiedom. Still head
and shoulders above anything else on the rap scene, the problem now for
De La Soul is to achieve the impossible and follow this lot up. (TF)
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DO THE AFR0-DIZZI-AO!
◄ This is it, gong! The big 'Balearic' hit of this summer, and it isn't even

house music. What is it, then? Well, just the most trashy, but brilliant mix
of football chants - 'Afro-Afro-Dizzi-Act'- the heaviest hip hop beats
this side of Adrion Sherwood, and some of the choicest samples since
Coldcut cut it up. It's the sort of record that you buy and ploy at home
then think,"God, why did I go so mod to this lost weekend? It's so
tacky." Then you go bock to your club, and in the first few seconds, as
the strains of the first sample - 'Afro
Afro
.' boom across the
floor and that heavy crazy beat crashes on your head, you know exactly
why you bought it and why you love it. It's simply the heaviest and
, most brilliant and most silly dance record around. Barry Blue, who was a
tacky Seventies star with such classics as '(Dancing) On A Saturday
Night' and 'Do You Wanna Dance' hos disguised himself as Cry Cbco
and created a monster that just can't be tamed. Growl, scream, do
whatever you like to it, this is what partying is all oboutl (CM)

Saturday 1st July

* 8pm till Late

with PA from Top Twenty & Top of the Pops Group

REB E L M.C
·Just Keep Rockin'

+

4th GENERATION
'Ain 't Nobody'

+ DJ's NIGEL WILTON + KEV EDWAR_""D=S~-::--- - - , i

lr-A,-.,
d,-an«--,:Tic-:
.,k--:..,-:r:-,o-m-,

a.\~~7~;~t{:~~"'
2
Toorist Info C<ntn
Ttl:0SU4UJ/0
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DAVID LEGG From Red Rose Radio E & AT"otk« Ag,n,,•
ADVANCE
Bl•~\:11~!~!;,!!243
TlCKETS
Warrington Tel: 0942-717062
£4
Red Drop Tra,·el Agency
OR AT DOOR £5
Mo=mb<Ttl:BS244IIJ81

If people could forgive S h and stop gloating about her sex life I
realise that, given the opportunity, thi
no means easy to forget atrocities lik
overshadow the quality of classics su
her latest release '101'. Produced by Prince
,
Me' album, the lotter is clear evidence that Sheena is in a completely
different league from the likes of Paulo Abdul and capable of vocals that
go a long way to justifying her inclusion in the US Block singles chart.
Forget the inevitable house remix and listen instead to the screaming
guitars and deep throat vocals of Prince's own extended uptown mix for
eight minutes 30 seconds of music that transcends all categories other
than brilliant. (TF)

PAYBACK IS A BITCH
Latino house mistress Liz Torres is back with a whole LP' s
worth of one track, if you see what we mean, called
' Payback Is A Bitch (What Goes Around Comes Around)'.
There are two 'song' versions of the track plus a total of
four alternate mixes and dub versions. All this is fine if
you're a DJ, and I guess it makes paying import prices for
a 12 inch a little less painful when you know you're getting
nearly half an hour's worth of music, but all the same
song? It also features a suitably dodgy cover with a scantily
clad Liz looking mean and moody and ready for a night of
flamenco dancing.
·
No doubt the Spanish version is the one that will be
played in the hipper clubs, mainly because it's got lots of
Spanish words that sound really continental and summery.
The best version though is probably the club mix featuring
a reasonable song and a lot more of Liz's fine vocals.
It's nothing really special but it is a good quality, good
value modern house record. (CM)

HIS FRESH NEW ALBUM
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TANGLES
This is BIG BUSINESS. Four supersonic
Californian beat-girls have touched
down on the tenth floor of a
super-posh Kensington -hotel. Some
afternoon tea and serious pop analysis
are called for . . . But both are in
short supply.
The dreamiest LA pop pin-ups are
too sleepy 10 pose properly for
photos on the balcony, a Texas oil
tycoon is stuck in the lift, while 200ft
below, fashionable London boils in the
sun. Two huge Daimler limos hold up
the rush-hour traffic.
It's a very Sixties 'scene', the
Houses of Parliament look closer than
two miles away, a make-up girl and
'wardrobe mistress' bump into each
other, and any moment you expect
James Bond to bash down the door.
No such luck. The middle-aged
manager of America's most successful
all-girl band sweeps in with a frosty
glance. Despite the cooing ballad
'Eternal Flame' (the UK's best-selling
single this year), and soft focus.
designer videos, it's clear that in
Bangle-land, life is neither running
smoothly, or quite what it seems.

LOST WEEKEND IN
AMSTERDAM
''There was this woman we saw in an
Amsterdam sex club who was
completely naked and smoking a cigar,
not through her mouth, but another
part of her body which I'll leave to
your imagination," giggles doe-eyed
pint-sized singer Susannah Hoffs.
Having jetted over the Atlantic to
promote their hazy new power-rock
single 'Be With You', the Bangles
were carrying on in Holland in a way
not normally suggested by their media
image.
"She was perfonning to the song
'Smoke Gets In Your Eyes', as couples
directly in front and behind us were
making love," explains guitarist Vicki
Peterson. "Even the boy who was
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the Lord I

handling the tickets on the door came
in to do his little thing. Eventually it
1all got too much, and we had to
leave."
"Yuk, I managed to give that a
miss.'' laughs her six-foot sister Debbi
(drums), who's just announced her
engagement.
"It's kinda like watching a porno
movie," adds Susannah, sipping soda
water. "You suddenly realise you're
supposed to be a consenting adult. and
interested to see such things. But it
gets real boring after a while."
"I was bummed out . . . it's not a
spectator sport," concludes bassist
Michael Steele.

WORN IN THE USA
When trying to chat to the Bangles,
the word 'super' often comes up.
Born and bred in Los Angeles, a city,
according to Susannah, "full of
super-fast food bars", to wealthy
parents (her dad is a psychiatrist and
Vicki and Debbi's an engineer}, you
might think their road to glossy pop
superstardom has been easy. Wrong.
Multi-millionaire Miles Copeland
(Sting's manager) signed them in 1982.
But before that the fact that their
parents' friends included Leonard 'Dr
Spock' Nimoy, did little to help early
releases on their own Downkiddie
label.
Now nudging their thirties, they
present a colourful sight. Susannah is
dressed conventionally in faded Levi's
and white blouse, but Vicki, in
billowing hippy skirts and tight T-shirt,
looks as if she's tripped in from a
dippy psychedelic-revival festival.
Debbi and Michael are a wardrobe
mistress's dream. Plastered in layers of
rich eastern silks, Technicolour tie-dye
garments, heavy chains, pancake
make-up, and gold chains, their look is
best described as AC-IEED Goth.
The Bangles' business stock may
have shot up after the 1987 Prince
link-up that produced 'Manic Monday',

yet it's not so well known that since
then, they've had their share of
musical problems.
Susannah: "Last year we released 'In
Your Room'. which I thought was a
great song, but it didn't sell very well
in the UK."
'Eternal Flame' nearly had the same
fate . . .
Vicki (nickname Vic): "You try your
best to do your job, and you hope
you can rely on those around you.
But the BBC just wouldn't play it at
first, because they thought it was too
simple and didn't have a hook."
Michael (whose real name is a
closely-kept secret): "We init ially had
the same difficulty with 'Walk Like An
Egyptian'. It showed us that no matter
how much press you do, or if you
pose in the nude, or date famous
people, you still won't have a big hit
unless you get radio."
Susannah: " It's always the same. We
release records that are a bit different
and they don't get played, then
suddenly they become best-sellers
because the public pick up o n them."
Debbi: "Radio is a huge business
that doesn't know what Harvey Smith
(not the showjumper, the LA
equivalent of 'Joe Bloggs'), really
wants."

Michael: "Radio is a MO NSTER."

TO RUSSIA WITH LOVE
The criticism was made before the
release of their fourth LP, 'Everything',
(from which 'Eternal Flame' and 'Be
With You' are taken, and on ly now
selling by the usual truckload), that the
Bangles have got by with a little help
from their friends. Yet with their own
songs, they're currently riding: a new
wave of international success, and are
set to undertake a role few could
have predicted.
rm can exclusively reveal that they
are to become musical diplomats. A
'music summit' has been called in
Moscow this summer, and they're to

represent the USA.
Susannah: "We 're going to be the
first western all-female group to play
there. and we'II also be striking
another blow for glasnost and
perestroika."
Michael: "She means we should be
helping to draw attention to previously
suppressed religious groups, because
we're a bunch of Jews and Catholics."

WHERE'S CAPTAIN KIRK?
Vicki: "I refuse to be cynical. Apart
from politics, I also pay attention to
the spiritual or religious side. It would
be too disappointing if there wasn't
something else. There's many strange
things that can't be explained by
science. 11

Susannah: "I want to believe in
religion."
Michael: "But maybe we 're just
being controlled from outer.pace by
aliens."
Debbi: "Our dad once saw a UFO
in the desert in the Fifties. He's very
conservative and didn't tell anyone for
years, he was so scared. It couldn't
have been anything else because 'Star
Trek' hadn't yet put ideas into
people's heads, and at that time there
were no military aircraft that could
suddenly fly sideways at fantastic speed,
stop dead instantly, then suddenly
move off in another direction at the
same supersonic speed."
Vicki: ''There must also have been
something to do with extra-terrestrials
or God at his house. There was a
light that kept coming on, even
though it wasn't touched, and
electricians tested it."
Michael: "Oh no, maybe the Lord is
an alien."

God willing. the 'Supersonic,
Supersexy Bangs', as they once thought
of calling themselves, will be hitting
1
the UK in September for some
concerts.
Be prepared to lock up' your filing
cabinets.
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MALCOLM?
else through a challenge. A challenge is often created by a stare, what they
would call 'throwing shade'. 'Throw ing shade ' may be a look of disdain, like a
"I 'm lambasted for being th is pirate, Svengali, ogre•l ike figure, but I really
don't see what else there has been in the Eighties "
So speaks Malcolm McLaren ; pirate , Svengali and ogre-like figure , whose
graspofwhattheeasilyboredandconstantlyboring popsceneneedstobr ing

M a I c
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I m

brought

M c La re n

you

~
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buf f al o

man

dan?

ing

w h O

and

challenge"
And, if all that is still clear as mud, theri Malcolm is taking his vogue-show on
the road {well, onto the catwalks of Europe , to be exact ) to illu strate the art
more fully. Asking for an impromptu performance recei ves the response ,

it back fr om the brink is well documented. Having invented glam rock with the

New York Dolls, punk rock with the Sex Pistols , pirate chic and under-age sex

medieval knight throwing a gauntlet on the floor and you picking up the

O

p e r a t i

C
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"Good God, I wouldn'1 vogue on my own I'd feel a right tit! "

WHAT

with Adam Ant and Annabella lwin, hip hop with his own 'Duck Rock ' LP and
opera with the 'Fans· LP , Malco lm has unearthed a startling new type of music
- the waltz
" There has been nothing new in the Eighties, only appropriation, only
emulation. I'm not a musician , I can 't search for new th ings by pushing my

seelhelighto f day,i!'sneververyc learwhatheactuallyha"d1odowiththe
finished product. It has to be asked; Malcolm, what do you do fo r a livirig?

I ik e

"Tha!'s not such a stupid question. " He pauses for a few minutes,
presumablytotryandrecallwhatexactlyhedoesdo. ''lsupposeitistruet hat
a lot of people may bepuzzledastowhatexactly lhavetodowithmyrecords,

thoughitdoesn 'tnecessarilysucceedincombining1hebeats,itdoeshavethe

if anything. Sure, I'm !he voice on a few of them, but I'm not a musician, and

flair of a modern dance record and the manners of a very prim and proper
Strauss waltz

astudiolormorethanhalfan hour at a lime, because!needtobeoutinthe

I'm not a producer. The record company are luckyiftheycangetmetostayin
fresh air and l'mjustsodamnedlazy. I get bored very easily, arid I'm not very

McMANNERS

focused . l'vebeengoingloapsychiatristtotryandr idmyself oflhisinability
tofocusonanything. l'msodamnedirresponsibleforsomeonewho 's40plus,

Ma lcolm becomes very animated at the use of the word 'manners'

it's ludicrous and a litt le dangerous
"ltseemslobework ing ,andtheup-com ingalbumisacaseinpoinl. lreally

"Th e waltz is the da nce of perfect ma nners, which is why, alter making the
record , I became enth ralled by the people I saw vogueing. " Vogue ing , if you
dilin't alrP.ady know , is a darice craze origi nat ing from New York that consists

was in the studio tor long periods of time mak ing this album, and at times I
enjoyed the process and the satisfaction of completing the project. It was a

of repeatedly strikirig poses and strutting like a catwalk model. Perhaps

new experience for me'

Malco lm should elaborate . "Vogueing isa hard th ing to imagine ; it sounds so

COSI

FAN

comp lex, But when you see it, it rea lly isri 't, and it's very easy to rehearse ,
because all it is is emulating the best, most balanced, most coolest gestures

s u c ks

andbeingveryawarethatyou'redo inglhemtoabeat.Watchingallyourhand
movemen ts , watching your facial express io ns, being aware of your shoulder
line . You do reach the point where you 1eel like some huge glamour queen;

Malcolm's previous LP , the opera-insp ired ' Fans' was the resul1 of a great
" It was the wrong record at the wrong time. That was an example o! me not
being able to focus. I bluridered my way through that, not know ing what I was
really trying to do . Having said th at , I hiive never been involve d in a record

it'sjustd oingtheses1rutsandposesyoustarttogettofeelyouareastar.l

that has been an obsession for so many people. And most of them seemed to

think that's the bee 's knees of it. Once you do that you' re there

be the most conse rvat ive of people, A Wall Street broker stopped me in the
street and said 'You 're Malcolm Mclaren aren't you . I must tell you that ' Fans'

" The vogueing bible isn 't the Christian, Muslim or Jewish bible , bu t the

b

Sty 11 Sh

many headaches and was eventually less than well received

shots :

that's"theidea,youdofeE!limportantcio'ingit,it'safunnyoldthi ng. isuppose

bible of Em ily Post, the American write r who wrote the semina l book on

was incredible, I play it al all my parties.' And lots of glamorous women are

et iquel!e, 'A Gu ide To Modern Manners' . It tells you how to open the door to a

!ans of the record; Annie Lennox is a ginormous fan of the record , Cher is a

vi-si-tor , thecorrectbehav iourforadebutante,crossingthelloorint he

huge fan, Kim Basingerlovestherecordtodeath, I couldgoonforever .'' In

correct manner , never hang onto a man unless danc ing . All 1heseslogans of

tact he does, reelingoffthislislofpeoplehemetduririghisstayiriHollywood

manners have become the 10 commandments to these kids from the Bronx,

While he was there he started arid aborted around 10 at1empts to make a

Queens and downtown New York, and it's so completely at odds with the hard

movie out of ' Fans' , but he hadri't reckoned wilh the intermin_able waitirig

hiphopimage.
'
·

DO?

rig ht lit. His projects seem to take yea rs 10 come together , and when they do

where

'Wal tz Darling ' is the first meeting of these two contradictory mus ics, and

MALCOLM

YOU

Malcolm does seem to have spent most of his career avoiding looking like a

talent to the limit . So, I look elsewheretofindsomethingfreshfromaclash of
class ics, and I set myse!f this task of marrying the three /fou r time of 1he 19th
Century waltz lo the four/lour rock beat "

DO

wacky

ulating ere

:~ - - - • eea
\~ra~sct~1 ::
people exude. It' s like walking down the catwalk at a fashion show and the
photographer saying, 'Pose, pose . pose, pose, pose , pose . pose , pose, pose ·
andthecamerafreeze-framingthemovements;snap, snap,snap,snap , snap
" When you see a whole floor doing that it looks extraordinary. You 're not
often doing it in isolation. More olten than not you're vogue ing oil someone

n

involved in the making of a film
"O neday ' Fans'maybecomeamovie , bu11'velearnednotlobelievelhings
until they'reactuallyhappening.StephenSpielbergwaslheonlyperson Imel
there who was genuiriely receptive to new ideas, and so I find myself working
for him as an ideas man. But he's a rare ariimal in the !ilm iridustry "
Is Malcolm Mclaren the Stephen Spielberg o! the music industry? Ce rtairily,
they are both 41-going-on-21 with sparklirig eyes and a childish sense of
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singles
1(-)
2
3
4
5

(I)
(2)
(3)
(6)

6
7

(23)
(10)

8

(5)

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

(9)
(7)
(11)
(8)
(16)
(26)
(4)

H
(12)
(13)
(14)

H
(17)

H

22
23
24

H

25
26
27

(15)
(24)
(27)

(18)

28

H

'19
30

(19)
(-)

CAB IT UP the Fall (Beggars Ba~quet)
PSYCHONAUT Fields Of The Nephilim (Situation Two}
STREETS OF YOUR TOWN Go-Betweens {Beggars Banquet}
JUST LIKE HEAVEN DiROHur Jr {Blast First}
SALLY CINNAMON Stone Roses (Black)
PLASTIC BAG EP Eat {Fidion}
BLUE MONDAY 1988 New Order {Fadory}
THE EVENING SHOW SESSIONS the Stranglers (Strange Fruit}
ROUND ANO ROUND New Order (Fodory)
LAZYITIS Happy Mondays (Fadory}
MONKEY GONE TO HEAVEN Pixies (4AO}
EARDRUM BUU Wire (Mute}
A LITTLE RESPECT Erasure {Mute}
THE CIRCUS Emure {Mute}
A PLACE IN THE SUN Men They Couldn't Hang (Si/Yertone)
PURE lightning Seeds (Ghetto)
EVERYTHING COUNT'5 (LIVE) Depedie Made (Mute}
CRACKERS INTERNATIONAL Erasure {Mute)
JOE lnspiral Carpets (Cow)
HURT ON HOLD the funtones {Silllation Two)
MADE OF STONE St- Roses (Silvertone)
SHIP OF FOOLS Er11S11re (Mute)
OH L'AMOUR Erasure (Mute)
ZERO SIX Christian Death (Jungle)
ELEPHANT STONE Stone Roses (Silvertone)
TRUE FAITH New Order (Fodor,)
CHAINS OF LOVE (REMIX) Erasure {Mu/8)
TRAIN SURFING lnspiral Carpets (Cow)
SOMETIMES Erasure (Mute)
FINE TIME New Order {Fodor,1

a I bums
1(-)
2
(1)
3
(2)
4

(3)

7

{7)
(1)

8
9

(9)
(5)

s

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

H
(12)
(14)
(16)
(11)
(8)
(19)
(13)

H
(18)
(15)

COUNTERFEIT EP Martin Gore (Oecoy}
STONE ROSES Stone Roses {Silrertone)
DOOLITTLE Pixies (4AOJ
THE INNOCENT'5 Erasore (Mute)
CIRCUS Erasure (Mute)
TRANZOPHOBIA Megacity Four (Decoy)
TECHNIQUE New Order (Fadory)
l O1 Depe<he Mode (Mute)
THE NEPHILIM fields Of The Nephilim (Situation Two)
SURFER ROSA Pixies {4AO)
TEXAS CAMPFIRE TAPES Mkhelle Shodied (Coalcing Yinylj
SUBSTANCE New Order (Fodory}
THE MAN - BEST OF ELVIS COSTELLO Ems Costello (Demon)
SITTING PRETTY Pastels (Cooking Vinyl)
LOVE IS HELL Kitchens Of Distinction (One little Indian)
IBTABA Wire (Mute)
BARBAROUS ENGLISH FAYRE lling Of The Slums (Play Hord)
WONDERLAND Erasure (Mute)
SILVERTOWN Men They Couldn't Hang {SilYertone)

Compiled with the help of Spotlight Research and 5elerted retoil outlets
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Any band w hose singer goes
under the name of Rudi Protrudi
m ust be Californian. The Fuzztones
prod uce a riot of economic
guitars and organ which they like
to describe as "psycho punk
revivalist". The band's single 'Hurt
On Hold' fits the description
perfectly, produced, not
surprisingly, by Sixties hit maker
Shel Talmy, who made his name
working with the likes of the

Who and the Kinks. It's the latter
that seems to inspire this
particular single with its chopping
guitar chords that share the
honours with Rudi's OTT vocal
and some crazed organ playing
courtesy of Jason Savall. If an LA
version of the Godfathers sounds
like your cup of tea, the band
will be arriving on these shores in
August to promote both the
single and the current LP ' In
Heat'.

VC>
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Truth be told, we don"t actually know a hell of a lot about Yo La Tengo.
only that they"re American in origin and immensely groovy on record. 'President'
is the name of the recently released Yo La LP. and is full of post-punk,
post-pop hypno-ray rock guitar and hip-swayingly tasty rhythms, not to menti
two live tracks - one of which, entitled 'The Evil That Men Do', weighs in.-la~t ---...1
around IO and a half minutes - about seven of which are full of great wails of
feedback and hysterical guitar. For balance though. they have their quieter, less
frenzied moments too and a real head-swiveller of an arrangement entitled
'Barnaby. Hardly Working' which spirals a repeating pattern and wraps itself
around your brain. We reckon their hearts must be in the right place to make
such heady stuff. Massage your cranium with 'President' today! (DC)

•

with contribut ions this week from Darren Crook and Geoff Ze ppelin

.I
.I

EASTERN BLOCKHEADS

•

Independents pages favourites Automatic Dlamini have just undertaken the
longest ever tour by an English band in East Germany. It's been some time since
Scott Tracey and his gallant gang released any new material over here due to
the Red Rhino collapse, but abroad the band have signed deals and picked up
favourable reviews and fans in Spain and Germany, as well as salvaging the
excellent, lose single 'Johnny Pineapple' for inclusion in the film 'Slow Burn'
which recently premiered at the Cannes Film Festival. Bandleader Scott recently
produced the Brilliant Corners LP 'Joy Ride' under the ridiculous pseudonym of
John Parish. and when the band return to ~he UK for some West Country
dates at the beginning of July, they assure us they'll be heading straight for t he
studio to record the follow up to t he excellent 'D Is For Drum' LP. We await
the results e!gerly.
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Scotland's answer to the much missed
Husker Du. t he very wonderful
Cateran, return with a new album.
'Ache', on What Goes On Records .
It's a major step on from last year's
'Bite Deeper', not least in sleeve
design, with tracks like the elliptical
'Cage', the frantic 'Kitty Kitten' and
the rowdy psychedelia of 'Storm 7'
standing out. For fetishists, there's a
cover of Hendrix's 'Love Or
Confusion', more fun than faithful, but
not up to their live thrashing (with
harmonies) of the Byrds' 'My Love
Don't Care About Time'. On stage,
they're currently in great form, singer
Cameron a chunky blur of ·energy,
chucking his guitar around, balancing it
on his head, dropping it on the fioor,
while his cohorts keep up the
pressure behind him. This is really
what used to be called 'punk rock'
but the Cateran (ancient Scots word
1
meaning 'sheep stealer or something)
have learnt enough to add strong
melodies to their aggression. Well
worth catching if they come down
your way. (GZ)

• •
BREATHLESS WHISPER

•

'Chasing Promises' is the latest album release (the third, in fact) from
Bre ath less, who have been described as 'luscious' and 'ravishing' before now.
Their music crosses Joy Division with Dead Can Dance, with t he vocals of
D minic Appleton (who has also guested on This Mortal Coil's ' Filigree And
~adow' LP) reminding us of a lisping Ian Anderson (he of Jethro Tull and
•g-out-farming fame)! And yes, this rather strange combination actually makes for
.fome wonderful music. 'Heartburst' is our current fave rave from the album, and
tas some very nice guitar overloading all over it. Scrummy! Moody at mospheric
sw\.Lis t.he name of the game, and they wanna play the game with you! Uust
·y- ~orget about Jethro Tull!) (DC)
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"We wanted to be
good at ever~hing,
the Rolling Stones
and Simon &
Garfunkel at the
same time"

You moy not have heard of this band from Newry, maybe not even their excellent
smouldering single 'Mory', but I guarantee you will.
They're coiled the 4

Of Us, and halfway through an Irish tour, Brendan and

Dedon Murphy, two of three brothers in the band, ore explaining their methodical
approach towards conquering the rock world, seated in a. cosy bar in the town of
Tullamore.
Without a whiff of arrogance, this is a distinctly bullshit free zone - an Irish band
who don't wish they could headline a Woodstock revival. A band with a sense of

EI<..
Put your hands
together for the 4 Of
Us, whose single
'Mary' deserves to

humour and a desire to hone their songwriting skills into an irresistible mixture of rock
music for the danceffoor and tender, honest acoustic fare.
'Mary' betrays only one half of the 4

Of Us. Its acoustic feel horks back to when

the song was written by a 16-year-old Brendan during a decidedly non electric
phase.
'We liked the simplicity of the acoustic stuff and then suddenly Aztec Camera
came along and we thought 'orgh, we've missed it'. We wonted to be good at
everything, the Rolling Stones and Simon & Garfunkel at the same time."
Determined not to haul themselves around the crumbling Irish live circuit, the band
set about writing o set of songs that they felt confident would land them a major
record deal. It took time, but their plan worked. They breathed a sigh of relief.
"You have to have a tougher attitude over here," says Dedan. "I think you have to
know what isn't going to work, what messes other bands up, and that seemed to be
gigging and getting the Irish press behind you for everyone else to tum round and
say 'so what'."
This altitude is just one thing that makes the 4 Of Us
different from every other Irish band you can mention.
But what else is different, Dedon?
'Well we've never been into wearing sandals for a
start!" ·
" I think maybe we belong more to the north which has
more of a pop tradition," adds his brother.
Last night's mixture of serious young men and
screaming young girls ot the bond's Dublin gig seems to
testify that the band are doing something right. Live,
they're exciting, and as their soon come debut LP 'Songs
For The Tempted' shows, they really care about their
songs.
This is a band that aims to be around in 10 years time.
They may look good and wear some sharp suits, but
they're a million miles away from the cross nonsense
pop of much of today's chart fodder.
"The worst ones are the really bad lyrics that people
put on the back of sleeves," laughs Brendon.

bless the charts 11itb

"And even worse is when journalists foll for it ond try
to theorise about something that was written in five minutes flat, a nd you get 'what is

some thoughttul pop
this summer. Amen,
says Andy Strickland.
Heavenly pie: Joe
Shutter

2 8 RM

this song, you know when you go 'The Pluto moon descends upon the darkened sky' .
'Is this one about the astrological complications in your previous marrioge with your
first wife?'.
"And then you get the guy going 'well no, this was written during my Sting-olion
phase, you know?'. I think the basic premise is that a song is made up of two ports - a
good lyric and a good tune, and if you balls up one, the song suffers. Get them both
right and you've got a good song on your hands . .."

■

The Debut Album
includes the hit singles Change Your Mind· No More Lies· I'm On Automatic
Avai lable Now

boftorl
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'Nasty Girls'
JIVE

A sleazy tale of motel room lust,
with Steady trying to get to grips
with the sort of girl who's going
to leave him with an empty wallet
and scorch marks on his boxer
shorts. It all comes packaged with
an irresistible sense of humour and
a rhythm so hot that even the
hairs on your toes will want to
dance.

•

.za.P!

ROACHFORD

'Kathle en'
CBS

Collar turned up against the rain,
Andrew Roachford walks down a
bleak tube station and remembers

S MITH

Kylie a run for her money, but it's
a darned fine song.

SWING

rumbling vocal style."Take something
bad and turn it into something
good." Meaningful, huh !

our SlfflR

'Where In The World'

THE FALL
1
Cab It Up'

PHONOGRAM

Well, Corinne o ld girl, you can
whisk me away to the sun-kissed
shores of Hawaii, the mountains of
Peru or Barry Island Butlin's with
this any time. Another
instantaneous cocktail from the
Swingies with that steaming,
definitive Euro sound.

PET SHOP BOYS
'It's Alright'
PARLOPHONE

Still using broad and bold brush
strokes, the Pe,ties have come up
with another Technicoloured
panorama, and it really should wind
up as the theme for something or
other. Semi-operatic overdubs
complete the effect, and it's the
sort of single you should wallow in
on your headphones

BEGGARS BANQUET

Pet Shop Boys It's alr,ght.
·-

J

wave. Say woah! Oh alright then,
don't.

THE BLOW MONKEYS

'Choice?'
RCA

As neat as the crease in Dr
Robert's kipper tie, the Blow
Monkeys settle down into some
fine dabs of white soul topped off
by some guest vocals from reggae
vocalist Sylvia Tella. The Blowies
chug along from t ime to time, but
they always come back vibrant and
reliable.

-WH~I
NORMAN COOK
'Blame It On The

Bassline'
GO! DISCS

Poor old Norm. He had to spend
all those years wearing a baggy
pullover with the Housemartins,
and all the time he wanted to
work on some sweet soul music_
Actually 'Blame It On The Bassline'
is a mighty hip hop attack, jumping
around like the fleas on Kevin
Murphy's lurid beach shorts. Good
on ya Norm.

ELLA FITZGERALD

'Summertime'
a girl called Kathleen whose
wealthy parents didn't like him. A
lip-trembling tale of unrequited
love, but the song never lacks for
strong, steamy punchlines. Is it fact or fantasy! Perhaps we 'II never
know.

INDIGO GIRLS

'Closer To Fine'
EPIC

Shame about their name, it makes
them sound like a couple of rock
chicks, but you couldn't be more
wrong. 'Closer To Fine' is a
mellow acoustic-based song full of
fruity guitars, lush lyrics and a
chorus that makes you want to go
and roll around in a field of clover
(well, it makes me want to roll
around in a field of clover,
anyway). It's not very likely to give
3 0 R Iv\

POLYOOR

A classic tune recently dusted
down because it's being used as
the theme to advertise Pimms one of those trendy drinks that
tastes like cough medicine to me.
Still, it's a magnificent song, and
the flip side features 'Ev'ry Time
We Say Goodbye', which always
gets me snivelling into my glass of
Coke.

THE BLACK SORROWS

'Hold On To Me'
EPIC

Strange band, the Black Sorrows.
Their last single sounded like Van
Morrison, while this one is a
curious mix of REM and the
Bangles. The sorrows play
immaculately, but they lack spirit.

WENDY & USA
1

Satisfaction'

VIRGIN

-THUD!
THE POGUU

'Misty Morning, Albellf
Bridge'
POGUE MAHONE

Disastrously unseasonal. I can't see
people flocking to buy this misty
Celtic tale while the sun's blazing
away. Truth to be told, the Pogues
are getting a bit dull anyway and
Shane is sounding more
incomprehensible with every record
they make . I think this one is
going to be a loser.

FRAZIER CHORUS
'Sloppy H-llf'
VIRGIN

The rather smug Frazier Chorus
are definitely the sort of people I'd
try to avoid if I saw them in a
bus queue, and those deadpan
vocals are becoming more tedious
with each single they make. Sloppy
heart! Heart failure more like.

'Includes free poster,' says the
blurb on the cover. How about a
souvenir £IO note for an o ver
tired and emotional singles
reviewer instead! Well, well, well,
off go Wendy & Lisa on what
sounds like rather a tired re-run of
their last single, 'Lolly Lolly'.
Satisfaction guaranteed! Nah, this is
well past its sell-by date.

ANDERSON, BRUFORD,
WAKEMAN, HOWE
'Brother Of Mine'
ARISTA

Hell, it must get boring sitting by
the swimming pool counting your
Rolls Royce collection. This lot are
four fifths of former hippy mega
group Yes. I enjoyed 'em in t he
old days, but this is a rather lame
bit of cosmic pop about life and
the universe part 194. Hey, have
you ever thought about teaming up
with Paul Haig!

THE CULT
1

PAUL HAIG

LA MIX
'Get Loose'

'Something Good'

A&M

The trouble wit h Paul Haig is that
he's always sounded like a one
man Orchestral Manoeuvres In The
Dark. I'm told he's an awfully nice
chap and very kind to animals, but
his constant reliance on living on
the back of his cult status is
becoming as big a pain as his dull,

One of those records that can
only be truly appreciated driving in
an open-topped Corvette Stingray
down to Venice Beach. But sitting
with your Walkman on the bus
you can always dream. Lots of
summer fun rolling like a surf

You know what I'd rather do t han
listen to any record by the Fall!
Well, I'd much rather skin a giant
Alaskan toad alive and eat its
brains raw, that's what. Yup, it's
your usual Mark E Smith manic
vocals and all those other screechy
bits. Brix, dear, why on earth did
you marry him!

QRCA

Eclie (Ciao Baby)'

BEGGARS BANQUET

This song is dedicated to Andy
Warhol's former starlet Edie
Sedgwick who led a brief but
colourful life. I don't know about
you, but I've never been able to
like the Cult. All those cheap Led
Zep imitations have always left me
with rather a sick taste in my
mouth, and this rather messy
t hundering single is no exception.
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t BOB HOSKINS with his greatest co-star of all
'INDIANA JONES AND THE
LAST CRUSADE'

(CERT PG)

Starring: Harrison Ford,
Sean Connery
Two things about 'The Last Crusade'
are a big surprise; the inspired casting
of Sean Connery as Indy's dad works
better than can have possibly been
imagined, and the film is, against all
odds, the most fun Indy film yet.
As per usual, the Jones boy is up
against the Nazis. His father has
disappeared while searching for the
Holy Grail. kidnapped by an evil
American collector who is in cahouts
with the Nazis. Indy comes to the
rescue and a series of spectacular ups
and downs ensues. With Harrison
Ford's growing experience has come
a deeper, more clearly drawn Indy
and his scenes with his father are
beautifully played.
The prologue to the film proper
features River Phoenix as the young
Indiana Jones, and it tells the story of
how he came by his fedora, his
bullwhip, his irrational fear of snakes
and the scar on his chin. This starts
the rollercoaster off at a furfous pace,
which is maintained throughout.
Stephen Spielberg gives us not o ne
chance to draw breath.
It is a tribute to Spielberg's skill
and untainted enthusiasm for movies
that he can still motivate himself to
make the third Indiana Jones episode
better than the first and second.
Sean Connery adds a huge chunk of
reality and credibility. his thinly
disguised Scots acce nt delightfully rich
amid the harsh American and fake
German accents which predominate.
The last crusade this may be, but
rather than basking in the glory of his
previous escapades, this has to be
Indy's greatest adventure. J -

Gilmore

MARRIED TO THE MOB (Cert
15)

Starring: Michelle Pleiffer,
Matthew Modine, Dean

Stockwell

In this fresh and inventive gangster
comedy, the sumptuous Michelle
Pfeiffer proves yet again she has the
talent to rival her looks. Here she's
almost unrecognisable as the witty,
touching and temperamental Mafia
wife Angela.
It's certainly a very different
po·rtrait of a mobster's moll than she
displayed as the cool blonde in
'Scarface'. Tartily dressed Angela
stumbles unhappily around her
nouveau riche house, decorated in a
vast diversity of styles depending on
wriat recently fell off a truck. She
can't stand her bizarre collection of
friends - a colourful bunch of
gangster bimbos - and she's had it
►
with her hitman-hlibby, a complete
swine who lies, cheats and steals.
Worst of all, he's a bad influence on
their seven-year-old son who no
longer wants toy guns 'cause he
knows where Daddy keeps the real
thing! Poor Angela's life's a dreadful
mess. But there's no escape for a girl
wile's married to the mob.
Then her rotter of a husband's
bumped off and Angela grabs her son
and starts a new life in the New York
slum. All is going well until the
seriously slimy Mafia boss, Tiger
(Dean Stockwell), who has the hots
for her, locates her. Enter sweet FBI
agent Mike (the miscast Matthew
Modine) who's so eager to nail Tiger
that he starts dating Angela in order
to get inside info! Of course, hapless
Angela immediately falls for him.
llf zany and off-beat wackiness is
your kinda thing,_then this
wonderously enjoyable little caper is
definitely for you. R-lcl Rynnlng

If Bob Hoskins wasn't an actor, he would probably be a writer. Under the name of
Robert Williams - his first names are Robert William - he has written many stories,
some of which have been dramatised. W ith 'The Raggedy Rawny' he has written and
directed his first feature.
"The only trouble with writing is that it doesn't involve other people. It's too
private," says Hoskins, who wrote his first play when he was drunk one night. It was a
one-act play and the next morning a friend came around, looked at it and said, 'Who
wrote this!' Well, 1. was too embarrassed to say I had written it and said it was Robert
Williams. And it was published under that name."
'The Raggedy Rawny' is based on a story about gypsies told to Hoskins by his
grandmother. At first, he had no ambition to direct it. Then the producer suggested he
did, and Hoskins wrote the parts specially for his acting friends.
I wanted to surround myself with very close friends. I've observed directors I've
worked with and the important thing is to put together the right people, then step
back and give them encouragement to flourish. That way they do all the work and at
the same time they make me look damn good!" grins Hoskins happily.
Surprisingly, he didn't turn to acting until he was 26. Before that he was a fire-eater
in a circus, a trainee accountant, a lorry driver and a window cleaner. Then how did he
end up as an actor?
I stumbled into the theatre when I went with a friend to an audition. Waiting for
him, someone gave me a script and said, 'It's your turn next!' I became an instant
actor.fl
Hoskins candidly admits that acting has its disadvantages. It's not healthy to live a
part for too long. 'Roger Rabbit' cracked me up completely. After talking to Roger and
ocher non-existent characters for 16 hours a day for six months, I began seeing them
around me all the time. My kids were great, they only said 'Daddy's having trouble
with his invisible friends again'. But my doctor told me to go to bed for five months
and sleep. Thank God I didn't play Al Capone for five months. Then I wouldn't have
man,y friends left!"
Thanks to 'Who Framed Roger Rabbit' Hoskins is now a Hollywood hero. 'Yeah, I'm
a short, fat, middle-aged English bloke with a bald head. Every young girl's dream,"
laughs Hoskins, who after his directing-debut still only sees himself as an actor. Recently
I've been offered more directing jobs than acting jobs, but I'd only direct if I'm
personally involved in fhe story. So I'd never say I'm a director," says Britain's favourite
Cockney, who's already planning to direct and star in 'another film I feel passionate
about'. R-lcl Rynnlng
' ·

t MARRIED TO THE MOB: "D'ya think anyone'II guess we're really gangsters?"
RN\ 31
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GLASTONBURY FESTIVAL
As a hardened festival-goer, I arrived
equipped with wellies, sowester, flask
of steaming hot Bovril, sleeping bag
and 24 tog quilt, Kendal mint-cake,
two towels and a good book. How
was I to know that this was going to
be three days of baking hot sunshine,
rendering my festival arrival kit
useless except as a platform for
helping me see over the ocean of
boiled heads?
Friday kicked off with Pixies and
Throwing Muses doing whatever it
is that inspires slavish devotion. I'm
not sure what their hold is over
people, but both groups are adept at
finding flowers in the d irt. All About
Eve looked perfectly at home in this
situation, warbling their gipsy
mysticism to that portion of the
crowd who were stopping over 'til
Tue.sday night to worship t he summer
solstice in their velvet dresses and
whale-bone cords. The Wonder
Stuff looked less at ease with their
surroundings, pumping their way
through an average set, eager to

t

ELVIS COSTELLO: "Aaargh, there's a load of
hippies out there!"
reach the point where they could say
"We're the Wonder Stuff. thank you,
goodnight !". Suzanne Vega was ...
Suzanne Vega, which is nice. Her
perfectly rounded, concise songs hung
in the air, listened to attent ively by a
largely impressed audience.
Saturday was the day when Van
·Morrison shuffled on stage an the
world stopped to listen. He was
good, and those in the know said he
was godlike. Fairground Attraction
practically disappeared into the haze, ·
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their easily digested, Angel Delight
music failing to cut through the merry
banter. The Proclaimers fared
better, though a few more jokes
wouldn't go amiss. Hothouse
Flowers wiltered on endlessy about
nothing particular. Elvis Costello
appeared, unaccompanied, his voice
bitter and cutting. Not a joyous way
to end your day, but faultless and
engrossing.
Sunday was a wash-out (not
literally), bar a remarkable set by the
Waterboys, whose appropriation of
Celtic folk is becoming more
appropriate. I chose not to stay for
the solstice, afraid of being labelled a
hippy by Sandy Gaul.

loeGII-

LES NEGRESSES VERTIS
Town And Country Club,

London
"I am veree 'ap-pee," announced
singer Heino midway through the
set. So were we, mate. More than
happy. With the indiscreet charm
of the boulangerie, this bedazzling
baker's dozen (including Helno's
twin brother) surpassed all
expectations and gave one of the
most entertaining and exciting
shows London has seen for years.
'Les Yeux De Ton Pere', a
brass-necked, uptempo flamenco
scorcher, set the carnival
atmosphere that was sustained
throughout. A fine .song that
contains the recipe for an omelette
made from the eyes of your
fathe r! The single, 'Zobi La
Mouche', with its terrace-style
chorus, followed. Like a debonair
bluebottle on speed, Heino buued
flylike all over the stage, egged on
by the chants of the rowdy crowd.
There was so much going on
you didn't know where to look,
12 crazy people, o ne brilliant
venture. With the exception of the
Pogues, there hasn't been a live
band like this since early Dexy's o r
perhaps les Specials. Imagine, if you.
can, Joe Strummer singing Jacques
Brei, and there you have Heino.
Mix up the Gipsy Kings wit h some
Algerian Rai, the spirit of Piaf and
the antics of the Pistols, and that's
the flavour of their delicious
pot-pourri.
Guitarist Stephane took the vocal
on the sensitive 'L'Homme Des
Marais', while on the ·polk'd reggae
of 'La Faim Des Haricots', the
comic turn around of the boys
with the brass was fun to behold.
And therein lies the essence FUN. They love what they're doing
and their enthusiasm is positive ly
infect ious.
The crowd refused to let them
go until they'd done three encores.

t WENDY JAMES: "Mmm, I'mjust sooo yummy"
TRANSVISION VAMP
Brixton Academy, London
Outside, the touts are selling tickets for "Wendy" - not Transvision Vamp, not
even Wendy James. Inside, "Wendy" is acting just as you might if you were being
"sold" like the star of a Soho peep show. No doubt keeping the bloke ye lling
"Get your kit off!" in mind, Wendy's particular act tonight is the just-got-out-ofbed-but-unduly-pretty routine.
Wearing a lo ng T-shirt/nightie and not a great deal e lse. Wendy is frantically
jumping around like a teenager on heat. Wendy wants you to know that she's
terribly excited (lots of inane "This is the best concert I've ever been to" style
comments) and that she reckons he rself a bit of a re bel (aren't all t he "I don't
care" lines getting a tad predictable?) However, what sh~ really wants the front
row to know is that her legs are mighty fine things and that she is wearing
knickers (really). It would help if the moves weren't quite so blatant, but Wendy
James being a shameless flirt doesn't bother, particularly as the rest of the Vamo's
personalities don't exactly sparkle.
It seems rather out of place to complement them on being fine musicians,
especially as it's their job to steer clear of Wendy's limelight. Except, that is, for
the twerp of a keyboard player who seems to have a strange mix of influences.
Like the guy in Brother Beyond, he waves his arms aro und rather than playing his
instrument, but he also tries and fails to generate some excitement by sending his
synthesiser crashing to the floor. The man is quite obviously despe rate when he
makes an embarrassingly inept show of his basic inability to remove the thing
from its stand.
All this occurs within one of the sharpest and most entertaining rock shows
currently on the road. The band haven't got that many good so ngs apart from the
singles you've already heard, but when the greatest hits album comes around in a
few years time it should be a seriously good thing. Roger Melocly

Even then they had to come back
for a final curtain call. C'est
fantastique! Je ne regrette rien!

Muff Fitzgerald

THE JEREMY DAYS
The Waiting Room,
Cologne, West Gennany
A band called the Jeremy Days can be
found at number I I in the German
charts performing die kind of 'perfect
pop' that has you grasping for the
names of Lloyd Cole, Danny Wilson
and even the Cure as worthy
comparisons.
Lyricist Dirk Darmstaedter (try
saying that after a few bottles of Pils),
writes in English, as a German from

New Jersey is quite entit led to do.
Coincidentally, this mea ns their music
could quite easily find a home in our
charts and this is why I'm he re - to
check out the score before Europe
opens for business, so ·t o speak.
The venue, previously a waiting
room for Cologne's railway station, is
packed to the rafters w ith enthusiastic:
followers. Even the Jeremy Days are
suprised by the roar of a thousand
voices that greets their appearance.
Memorable songs include the radio
friendly 'Brand New Toy', 'Julie Thru
The Blinds', and 'Rome Wasn't Built
In A Day' (which pinches its opening
chords from a Johnny Marr play-in-aday book).

The band's performance is
immaculate. Every harmony is heaven
sent and each note is struck with
precision. Unfortunately, the night has
its tackier moments and the
occasional pompous guitar solo does
nothing to stir a cynical soul, although
it sends the crowd wild.
The highlight of the evening is an
acappella version of the Turtle's
'Happy Together'. When simple and
diret, the Jeremy Days rank highly
among the current crop of
pretenders. Last time they visited our
shores they played support slots at
pubs in Fulham and Camden. Next
time it could all be so different.
LestynGeorge

THE TRIFFIDS/GOODBYE
MR McKENZIE/DEL AMITRI
Town And Counhy Club,
London
A couple of years ago Del Amitri
were crafting classy pop songs in
an honourable void created by the
disappearance of Orange Juice and
Josef K. Tonight they returned to
pour scorn on their janglier days
with a performance of rock
nostalgia suggesting a growing
desire to follow the likes of
Deacon Blue and Love And Money
into the charts and the promised
land of stadia rock.
With the possible exception of
'Hatful Of Rain', Del Amitri's short
set was without inspiration, and
one can only hope they've saved
their best for future days.
Flexibility seems to be the key
qualification to join GMM, and to
prove it, on stage we had an
ex-Exploited guitarist, two raunchy
girl keyboard players/vocalists, a
stacked bonehead on bass, a library
assistant on drums and, in Martin
Metcalfe, a Roger Moore/Shane
MacGowan lookalike lead singer.
In order to show us how
diversely their solid guitar/keyboard
melodies can be translated to a
live show, band members
continually swapped places and
instruments. Their finest moment
came when the onslaught of gritty
guitar and sensual beats was put
on ice to give the morosely
tuneful 'Dust' room to breathe.
And so to the main band. Over
1,000 expectant Triffids fans waited,.
all ready to witness the
confirmation of a new rock
renaissance. So, were they good/
Were they bad! God, what can I
say/ The whole thing was a bit
confusing really. At times the
Triffids' tunefully aggressive and
occasionally creepy music prompted
considerable excitement. 'Too Hot
To Move, Too Hot To Think',

pre-empted by lead singer David
McComb's comment, "phew, what
a scorcher", was superbly ironic,
the commitment of the band being
matched only by the streams of
sweat gushing from the furrowed
brows of the front rowers.
But are the Triffids the stars of
tomorrow/ Not yet - not on this
showing. ·True, they have some
great songs - 'Goodbye Little
Boy' sung by the sultry Jill Birt,
sees the Triffids in playful mood,
reminiscent of Altered Images
before they got big time. But over
all, there was something missing.
It's all a bit clumsy, too
complicated for its own good.
Songs whir.h stood out supremely
on their last LP, 'Black Swan', tend
to pale when played in a live set
- lost and forgotten as soon as
the next number begins.
The Triffids have already
produced some of the most
intriguing records to be released in
Britain over the last couple of
years. Their live shows will
undoubtedly follow suit sooner or
later, and when they do it's gonna
be... triffic. Tim Southwell

to see them sing their hits. And what
a lot they've got! Right through from
'New York Mining Disaster 1941' to
'You Win Again' it's a brilliant song
after brilliant song. The biggest cheer
comes during their disco days
revisited, 'Staying Alive' shocking in
its enormity. 'How Deep Is Your
Love' threw us back down into our
seats, tears streaming from our eyes,
but 'Jive Talking' lifted us back again.
There were no cynical sneers to be
seen, as the Bee Gees joyous music is
immune to such pettiness. They are
heroes for not taking the easy option
to become cabaret stars. They see
themselves as a pop group, and for
that they should be worshipped.
When Barry takes over the singing,
the world is amazed, and faintly
amused, at what an extreme parody
of himself he seems. This is one
impression Bobby Davro would find
hard to exaggerate.
They close on the celebratory note
of 'You Should Be Dancing' and leave
us hating them for not doing
'Tragedy'. But then that might just
have been too much for all of us.

Tina Nlchobon
A CERTAIN RATIO

Free Tracie Hall,

Manchester

t ROBIN GIBB: The right profile
BEE GEES
Wembley Arena, London
There is an ironic note to the Gibb
brothers singing their recent (not
quite a) hit, 'Ordinary People'. Part of
their attraction is that, far from being
ordinary, the Bee Gees are stars, in
the old-fashioned sense. They are
other-worldly, with skin a colour you
can't get below a certain taX bracket,
clothes you don't see outside of
'Miami Vice' and hair that can only
have been teased by the legendary
Dust Fleming (troubleshooting
hairdresserr to the stars).
Also, like true stars, the Gibbs
know why we are here. We're here

ACR's first task was to get over
the disappointment of playing to a
half-empty, no-atmosphere concert
hall usually inhabited by the Halle
Orchestra. This was the first
bona-fide gig for over two years
where they were actually floggin' a
product; ironically, the fanfare
heralding the new start was the
old instrumental favourite 'Sounds
Like Something Dirty'. But when
they do deliver the new 'goodies',
they're melodic, shiny and instant.
Who is this band/
Singer Jerry takes a swing at a
comment made in a single review,
asking if the new ACR really do
sound like Deacon Blue. Well no,
but yes. The introduction of
co-vocalist Flo McSweeny has much
to do with it of course, but she is
no mere sugar coating, since she
has the kind of voice that could
shatter Ella Fitzgerald's pint pot at
one hundred yards.
After ye olde customary technical
problems, the gig starts in earnest
with 'River's Edge', one of the
finer new songs, straightforward
and whistleable - in fact, the
antit hesis of ACR as we've known
them. In such company, some of
the old songs are sore thumbs,
beir,g the wilfully awkward beasts
that they are. That said, our Flo
adds a desirable new dimension to
old faves 'Shack Up' and 'Wild

Party', smoothing down the
rougher edges, and adding direct
power.
The new songs, with the
exception of the superb 'Big E',
tend to flirt with blandness and
exhilaration alike, with one eye
squinting at the charts. But despair
not; they're still the funky funsters
they always were. You'll definitely
be dancing to 'Good Together',
with its ·acid beat, before the
summer's over. And who else
could encore with a IO minute
Brazilian percussive instrumental/
This is a band still in transition:
fine musicians who don't want to
be Deacon Blue, but certainly don't
want to be just good ol' ACR
either. Craig Ferguson

LOVE AND MONEY
Shaw Theatre, London
Love And Money, like their name, are
a mass of contradictions. They're a
pop band with no pop hits, they play
a theatre then want people to jump
out of their seats. They don't fit
together, they don't look like a
proper pop group. They just write
songs that are IO times better than
any one of the pop people could even
dream of.
James Grant, singer, songwriter and
guitarist, looking like a cross between
James Dean and a gate post, chats
between the songs. We hear tales of
TY evangelism and artichokes, sex and
salvation or sex as salvation, and
people with catholic tastes. I always
wondered what that meant, now I
know it's the kind of people looking
for a strange kind of people looking
for a strange kind of love. A real
mixture, from bearded beatnik
teacher types to be-shorted skinned
balearic types. They have only one
thing in common the knowledge that
Love and ·Money have a string of
undiscovered classics in their closet 'River Of People', 'Hallelulah Man'
'Strange Kind Of Love', 'Jocelyn
Square' and a countrified newie called
'Lips Like Her', to name but five.
Maybe their image isn't quite what
you'd expect, maybe the things they
sing about are too wry, too close to
reality for immediate success, too far
removed from Kylie-anasthetic pop.
Maybe they're still a little too fond of
rockin' out US style.
They ended with a shameful
rendition of the appalling 'Jumping
Jack Flash'. Totally unnecessary unless
it was proved that their best songs
are as good as the Rolling Stones,
which they are. They should stick to
pop and new country, and live up to
their promise - a wonderful secret
waiting to be discovered.

Chris Mellor
R Iv\ 3 3
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THE FALL
1

Seml-1 Live'

BEGGARS BANQUET

There are some who would gladly
pull their own heads off before
saying a bad word against the Fall;
and then there are those who find
no method in Mark E Smith's
madness. I find myself warming to
his cynicism ( 12 years too late, of
course) and it's true to say there
are some fine moments on this
album.
The line "white walled tyres were
a lifetime from his thoughts" in the
introduction to 'Elf Prefix LA'
made me chuckle, as did Smith's
ridiculous country drawl on 'Pinball
Machine'. If it ever came to a
musical duel between the Pogues
and the Fall, Smith would have
Shane MacGowan lying face down
in a pool of Jameson's by the end
of round one. 'Dead Beat
Descendant' is a cracker too, the
rhythm section crashing about while
the crudest of guitars scratches out
the melody.
Much of the rest is standard Fall
fare, interesting if only to judge
the band's influence on today's
young pretenders. The Mark Smith
approach to life (if in doubt, sneer)
seems to be an increasingly saleable
commodity and invariably makes
interesting listening. Having said
that, 'Mollusc In Tyrol' is a totally
unbearable drone which should
never have found its way from the
vaults.
Mind you, things could have been
a lot worse considering this album
is merely plundering the Fall's back
catalogue, conveniently fulfilling the
band's contractual obligations with
Beggars Banquet as they move on
to greater things in the Big
League. There's enough snarling and
growling to grace any Fall record,
but 'Seminal Live' is not to be
taken too seriously. Just try telling
that to any self-respecting vinyl
junkie though. ■■111/2 Iestyn
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Part One'

SlEEPING BAG

Since it began, Sleepi~g Bag
Records has been one of the most
exciting US labels. Now's your
chance to catch up on some
history and sample the best of
their current output.
This double LP contains a mix of
rap, Latin, hip hop and garage
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sounds that are the main Sleeping
Bag output. All the big names are
in there - Todd Terry, T La Rock,
Mantronik, EPMD. You also get the
new Latin dance classic 'Let Me
Love You For Tonight' by Kariya
and the first ever Bag release, the
highly influential 'Go Bang' by
Dinosaur L in its fifth incarnation.
In fact, four whole sides of real
smokin' stuff.
It's amazing that a label with
such a diversity of acts can retain
a distinctive sound, but there is
something that holds all this lot
together. It's a mix of styles and
influences, of creeds and colours,
it's the sound of young New York.
As an introduction to the
Sleepin.; Bag sound, or simply as a
convenient compilation of hard city
sounds, this one can't be beat. Try
it. W■■■ Phil CheeM-n

LIVING IN A BOX

'Gatecrashing'
CHRYSALIS

Formulas ahoy! Side one of the new
Living In A Box LP features a pair of
fast tracks, two medium pace ones
and a slowie, in that order. Side two
is a spot the difference competition
with one Speedy Gonzales, three
middlers and then a ballad. Isn't this
just a bit contrived?
Apart from being a worryingly
crude way of programming the tracks,
it also makes 'Gatecrashing' even
more predictable than it might
otherwise be. You know exactly what
is going to happen next - things will
just get slower. (There are no other
variants in a Living In A Box song).
What's more, the medium and slow
speed stuff is nothing more than
cliched padding, which only leaves the
three quite good songs that tear
through at an alarming pace, including
the 'Blow The House Down' and
'Gatecrashing' singles. You'll know
yourself what you think of them as a
singles band but whatever that
opinion is, they are not an albums
band. You could buy the 12 inchers of
those singles for less than the price of
the album - that is, until it reaches
the bargain bin. ■ Roger Pebocly

TNEJACKSONS

'2300 Jackson Street'
EPIC

Having spent 25 years in the music
business, the Jacksons have marked
the occasion by naming their new

LL COOL J

'Walking With A Panther'
DEF JAM

More than the first or second album, it is the third LP in hip hop that
separates the men from the boys. The music changes so fast that the initial
style a rapper made his mark with may be totally out-of-sync with today's
trends.
LL Cool J is a survivor. Def Jam's Russell Simmons told him, bragging
wasn't what people wanted to hear anymore, so he has come up with an
interesting package of goods. Unable to hide behind his hardcore B-boy
persona, he inadvertantly reveals glimpses of his previously closed-off self. LL
displays a sense of humour in 'Big O le Butt'. He likes to cause sexual
mischief in 'I'm The Kind Of Guy'. He also worries about being loved, and
while he isn't loyal to his (probably many) girlfriends, he wants to make
damn sure they know they have 'One Shot At Love' with him and him
alone.
But rap is also about embracing new styles and keeping up with
emerging black youth culture. LL can rap fast like Big Daddy Kane and calls
himself an Asiatic man, a reference to the rise of religious consciousness
among the lslamically-inclined. He has made his raps more musical, a trend
that will be the rage by the autumn. With a singer, 'Two Different
Worlds' is essentially about not being accepted because of race and class.
LL never did seem political, but there are things going on in the States
KKK men elected to public office, middle class black kids turning into
vicious rapists - that need comment. Crack is the grim reaper in 'Fast
Peg', a morality tale for ladies about to go under when their own people
desperately need them not to.
But LL is at his best when he slips on his trusted Kangol. 'It Gets No
Rougher' harkens back to the days when B-boys walked tall and talked shit .
We can never go back again, but my goodness it's fun remembering.
■■■■
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album after their old home address in
Gary, Indiana.
With Michael sitting comfortably at
the pinnacle of pop music, his
brothers have remained in his shadow,
failing to create strong musical
directions in their respective solo
careers. Marlon has opted to give his
more attention, thus leaving Jermaine,
Jackie, Tito and Randy to record as
the family group.
After the rushed and disastrous
'Victory' album a few years back, you
seriously wonder whether the spirited
and soulful style of 'Triumph' could
ever be recaptured.

As it turns out, '2300 Jackson
Street', is not much more than a plain
dance pop album, with just two
exceptions - both of which have the
sharp musical guidance of Gene Griffin
and Teddy Riley. There's the mellow
title track, on which Michael, Janet
and the rest of the family feature, ancj
the strident 'She', with Randy as lead
vocalist. Their LA & Babyface hit
'Nothin' (That Compares 2 U)' will
also give the album a higher profile.
The family ties may be strong, but
their own musical output tells a
different story. ■■■ Justin
Onyeka
,
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e For the fourth year in a row, a song
first refurd, d by, and a nit for, the
SUDremes 1s poised to cliart for

a~ ther. act. The s0ogis
Holland/Dozier/Holland's
'Reflections', update<;! 1'989 stylee by

Dorothy, for whom it w ill be t heir
first hit.
Last year. Bananarama·s cover o f
'Nathan Jones!. reached number 15. In
1987 Shakin• Stevens improbably
revived 'Come See About Me' and was
rewarded w it h a m,mber 24 hit. and
in 1986 Kim WIide's re-conditioning
of 'You Keep Me Hangin' O n' clim~d
to number two, having reached number
I 8 in a cover by Vanilla Fudge as
long ago as 1967.
Three other' (upremes songs have
also been hits - 'Where Did Our
ve Go' climbed to number eight for
if'\, 1972. and to

nhattan
8. Former anarchist
ey Bane took 'Baby Lov,;' to
er 58 in 1987, and Phil
lllns topped tre cl;iart with 'You
n 't Hurry Love· a year later , w hich means, as the mathernaticiarJ
among you will already have wor'ked
out. that seven songs gl\len t heir firs(
chart outing by the Supremes have
subs~quentl)i'. returned as covers,
O nly two ags· hits hav prov,<l!!d
m ore successful remakes • those of

Elvis Presle ai:id the Beatles.
Eight songs first
esle,

have made it in
a?'n
with I 2 by t he
latter
total excludinii, ·
1th A
Little Help Fro
bot h cases
eat es version was
belat ed!
ears after

me

had been hits for others.
In all, the Supremes had 24 Br it ish
hits, and, as far as I can establish. all
but three o f them have attracted at
least one cover version.
The most recorded sor,g in t he
Supremes' catalogue is not 'Baby Love·
(that's second) b~'Stop! In The N ame
of Love·. Among the scores o f artists
who have recorded 1t are Barbara

Dickson, Leif Garrett. Gene
Pitney, Margie Joseph. Grace
Kennedy, Gloria Gaynor. the
Isley Brothers, BIiiy Preston
and the Hollies, for whom it was a
U$ top 30 hit (their last) in 1°983.
Despite.,it s popularity. 'Stop! In T.he
Name Of ~ove' has never been a UK
hit in a remake. N either have such
seemingly attra1 ve songs as 'l ove
Child', 'Someday W e'll Be Together' or
'Up T he ladder To The Root
The pedigree of the Supremes'
catalogue, latgely written by
I lolland/Ooz,erll-lollarod, is not in
quest ion, b¼ equal measures of
incompetence and insensit ivity have
thrown up sorre horrific versions of
their songs, among them Jame s
Last's 'You Can't Hurry Love', the
Clouds' 'Bad W eat her', Peggy
March's 'Where Did Our Love Go'
and, most of all, roly-poly astrologer

Russell Grant And The
Starlettes· remake or - wh at else?
- 'No Matter W hat S,gn You A re'.
which came frighteningly dose to
charting when released by BBC
Recbrds it\ 198),
lncidehlny, Shakin' Stevens,
whose Supreq,es cover ,s mept ioned
above: equalled ShoWaddywaddy's
r&ord of having hits· with IO songs

first char-fed by ot hers when 'Jezebel'
reached the top 7 5 ear lier tpis year..
Interest ingly, Shaky has also had a hit
with a song recorded by Elvis ('Blue
Christmas') but has yet to tockle the
Beatles' catalogue. Let it be, 5haky.
Returning to 'Renections', 1he ong,nal
w as something o f a landmal'k. It is the
Supremes single Diana Ross likes
least of all, a fact w hich m~ not be
unconnected w(th its failure "to reach
nu'mber one in America. bringing to an
end the group's run of four '
consecutive number ones. But Drana 's
low opinion of the song is ,a· little
surprising, considering rt was t,he first
record sty/qd 'Diana Ross A~d The
Supremes', g!Y,i ng t he ambitioµs Ms Ross
centre stage, and paving the way for
her departure ,from tlie- group a lrt:tle
over two years later.

e Since signing for J,ve Records three
years ago, Sam antha f ~,c. has
released 12 single$, and, to the surprise
of her knockers (sorry!), t hey"ve all
charted. But Sam had better look to
her laurels - her latest single 'I
Wanna Have Some Fun' peaked at a
lowly number 63 a fortnight ago,
making rt her least successful • to date.

•scrlttt Polit t l's Davie,
Gamson wrote Jak l Gr, ham's
latest hit 'From Now On' with

Porter Carroll. Dav,d also
m oonlighted to wrj e Luther
Vandross' recent nit ·come Back'
with t ~

big man himself.

e1failed to" notice rt at the t,rne. bvt
Michael Jackson's 'Bad' slipped out

its farewell appearance at number 187
on May 20.
'Bad' 1s still going strong here, w here
rt. 1s he longest running album on the
chart, with 95 · consecutive appearances
to its name. It's a racing certainty to
complete r00 weeks, as did ·orr The
W all' and 'Thriller' before ft. O nly one
act has had IT)Ore albums spend I 00+
weeks in t he chart - Dire Straits,
five times out of seven.

e oata

on r ecord sales collected by
Po_lyGr<lfTI International show that I ,&20
million albums and 390 million singles
were sold around the world in I '.188,
compared to 1.695 million albums and
420 million singles Jn 1987.
As suspected, the Jlgures show a
sharply declining singles market and an
equally fast increase i n the albums
sector. As recent ly as 1983, singles
sales were 200 million hil:her a 590
million, while albums were over 400
million lower at 1,411 million.
According to my calculations, Britain
is becoming more important as a
world market, as growth here outstnps
the world pace. W here British sales
accounted for 12 in every I 00 singles
and six in every I 00 albums sold in
1983, the corresponding figures for
l'988 were 15 and nine.
PolyGram's estimates show 40S.
million compact discs were sold last
year (22 per cent of the market), up
from 265 mdlion ( I 6 per cent) the
previous year . LPs dipped from 520
m,11,on (31 per cent) to 4io million (23
per cent), while cassettes climbed to
995 million (51 per cent) from 9 10
million (50 per cent).

of the \JS album chart recently, making
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ACROSS

I Donna doesn't want to feel any pain

( 1.4,5.3.4)
8 Uoyd Cole LP that has a sting in its tail

(12)
9 Every bit of Sabrina was included on this

hit (3,2,2)
10 Reg who was striking back during '88
(5,4)
12 Def Leppard LP that can cause an
emotional outburst from listeners (8)

14 What Rod had to say about romance in
I979 (4,4. 1,5)
16 XTC added wires and released an LP
(5)
17 Group that crashed into the singles
chart in 1988 ( I0)
18 What Belinda drew a circle in (4)
20 A perfect place for the Christians (5,5)
21 She brought her 'Girlfriend' into the
charts last year (7)
23 Having Loadsamoney helped him 'Doin'
Up The House' (5,7)
25 ABC label (7)
28 What the Fine Young Cannibals have
had going (4,5)
30 What Terence Trent D'Arby asked his
sister to do (5)
31 KC reached number one in 1983 with
this advice to all smokers (4,2,2)
33 Singer who told us the problems of
being 'An Englishman In New York' (5)
37 Four Tops classic '----- Out I'll Be
There' (5)
38 Covered by Then Jerico (3,4)
39 Madonna's heavenly messenger (5)

e

DOWN

I Cyndi's telling us she's spent a long time
in her car ( 1,5,3,5)
2 Song for inmates of Cell Block H (2,3,6)
3 Group that released the 'Spirit Of Eden'
in 1988 (4.4)
4 REM's environmental LP (5)
5 Description of Robert Palmer's nova (5)
6 U2 hit that says a bit more than Phil
Collins did (3,6,4,2,3)
7 'Hi Ho Silver' singer (3.7)
11 & 22 down Rick Astley's first and best
•(5,5,4,3,2)
13 1986 Depeche Mode hit performed with
no clothes on (8)
15 A hit constructed by the Housemartins
(5)
19 Queen wanted us to abide by the rules

in 1980 (4,3,4)
22 See I I down
24 Home for Deacon Blue (8)
26 The number of days in the Beatles'
week (5)
27 A 'Respectable' girl (3)
29 Ms Newton John (6)
30 They want to know if it's t ime to get
funky (1.3)
32 Paisley or MacArthur (4)
33 69 needed to be added to Jimmy
Pursey's old outfit (4)
34 Maiden metal (4)
35 Queen's radio station (2,2)
36 Sonny's former partner found somebody
else in I988 (4)

e

ANSWERS TO JUNE 24

ACROSS, I Songs For Whoever, 5 Crawl. 7 Ring 01 Ice, 8 Stevie. 9 Fry, I I Echo And
The Bunnymen, 14 He Aint No. I 5 Fleetwood, I9 Girlfriend In A Coma. 23 Young. 24
Chiquitita, 26 Natalie Cole, 28 City, JO The Best or Me. 32 Alone Again Or, 34 Never. 37
Rich, 38 Blondie. 39 Mac. 40 Asia. 4 1 PYT.

DOWN, I Street Fighting Years. 2 Neneh Cherry, 3 Ra,ndancing. 4 Revenge. 5 Cream, 6
Word. 10 Geno. 12 A-ha. 13 Competition. 16 Leaving, 17 Tom. 18 Circle, 20 Four Letter.
21 Bohemians. 22 Aztec Camera, 25 Uncle. 27 The Works. 29 Door. 31 Monkey. 33 Gold.
35 Rick. 36 Ch,c.

Send your- entry, with your- name and address, to rm X-word, Greater London House,

H ampstead Road, London NW I 7QZ. First correct entry wms a £5 record token.

Competition Winners
KIRSTY MacCOLL

GO BETWEENS

D Martin, Hull
2 M J Potter, Blackwood, Gwent
3 Roger Kirman, Tyne & Wear
4 Brian McHugh, Worthing
5 Alison Winter, Cheltenham
6 F Fletcher, Sheffield
7 John Williams, Oxford
8 Deborah Clarke, Derby
9 Elaine Hatfield, Chester
IO Simon Davison, Hants

I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
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Gary Kiewan, Cheshire
J Pennington, Birmingham
C B W inter, Glos
B F Jenkinson, Rhyl
Catherine Thompson, Cleveland
M Allen, Essex
L Philpott, Somerset
Mr I R Jolley, East Susses
M Dixon, Tonbridge
IO M Leckie, Scotland

11 Julie Agger, Liverpool
12 Owen Uglow, Brighton

QUEEN
I
2
3
4
5
6

J H inks, North Yorkshire
Neil Adey, Derby
Liz Morrison, Northumberland
A Loudon, Dorset
K Cober, Merseyside
Diana Ashwell. Surrey

FAIRGROUND AffRACTION
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

C Dodgson, Merseyside
Teddy Arwas, Streatham
J Leach, Sidmouth
M Dickson, Suffolk
Angela Raper, Bristol
Bob Johnson, Isle of Wight
Lynne Worth, Merseyside
M Miller, Queens Park, London
P Fletcher, G loucestershire
IO Alison Eames, Essex

e

BEATS & PIECES

"MENTAL HOUSE" is fast becoming this
summer's replacement for "acid house". wtth (as
in the Manic MCs) ·mental" the new "adecd"
chant ... PRT's abrupt closure has caused consternation and upheaval 1n the dance music business, its distribution wing having handled perhaps
more independent dance labels than any other,
these now suddenly finding thcmsclvC$ w ith no
way or marketing their product ... Peter Edge
has moved from Cooltempo, which he set up
at Chrysalis. to start a similar though more '°left
field" artist orientated black music label (untitled
so far but for probable August launch) at WEA.
as a UK collaboration with specifically US War-

ner Bros. working in association with the latter's Benny Medina. vice president of black
music (and a demon dancer!) . .. Rhythm King
have promoed on 12 ,nch o ff The Beatmasters' album their very derivative (but no less
powerful for that) storming 0-123 1/ibpm ·ska
T ra,n', authentically Sixties style ska with just a
few token modem twitters so hardly sk'ousc/
sk'acid, amazingly not scheduled as the next single although sure to hit The Club Chart . . . Precious 'In Motion', as the read review last week
should have read, is nowhere near as strong as
the now U K Rip relegated similar though much
chunkier I I 9l/s- I I 93/sbpm A DefiM,on Of A
Rap and superb strutMgly swinging dry bass
driven instrumental (0-)1193/5-1201/sbpm A
Definition Of A Track (these tracks now of
course being due as the A-Side after all!) . . .
Motown's hot soundtrack comp,lat,on album
from Spike Lee's new movte is now out here
following full review on import, 'Music from 'Do
The fljght Thing"' (Motown ZL 72665). as is LL
Cool J 'Walking With A Panther' (Def Jam
465 112 I) . . . KISS-fm's bid for the Greater
London FM incremental radio licence w ill hopefully not have been harmed by a dreadfully
amateurish cassette demo of the station's presenters ( on which. inc,dent~lly. Bob Jones
sounded ex actly ltke Pete Tong!), It being the
cassette 's production that was at fault rather
than many of the actual jocks, sounding as ,r all
the worst bits had been slung together . . . Solar
Records' new association With Epic will be
kicked off by solo product from Babyface ...
David Moral es' percussively throbbing
121 '/Jbpm The Class,c Remix of Frankie

Knuckles presents Satoshi Tomiie Tears
(ffr r FXR I 08) has a couple more new 121 1/J.
0bpm mixes as flip although only one Classic
Rem,x Dub is labelled . , . Champion's rapidly
promoed UK pressing or Chubb Rock ·ya Bad
C hubbs' (CHAM P 12-215) has the her e
l08bpm Chubb Club, 107 1/ibpm Instrumental.
1I81/,bpm C rib Mix and I07 I/J-0bpm Howie's
Beat (re~tled as a Remx) vers,ons . . . Leotis
alleges that his friend Miki Howard, who sang
on Side Effect'!; 'A lway-.. There', 1s to be heard
also on CharVoni's current version! . Lindsay Wesker points out that Corporation Of
One's 'Vanessa Del fljo', apart from its 'Break 4
Love' influence. is based on the Police's ·when
The World Is Running Down (You Make The
Best Of W hat's Still Around)' ... Limahl's com-

eback album o n Arista (one everyone's sure to
be wa~ing for!) will include a Shaun lmrei,
penned house track produced by Kevin Saunderson, called 'Life Must Go On' ... Graeme
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HAMILTON

ALL THAT'S UPFRONT ON THE NATION'S
HOTTEST DANCEFLOORS

One of the few long delayed pre-release promo
strategie.s that have worked for the label, as
massive already on DJs' play alone and still not
due commercially until July 17, this Bacharach &
David penned Dionne Warwick launching 1963
classic has been revived with a sweetly simple
street soul vocal and attractive tinkling arrangement set - here's the commercial clincher! to a gently jogging 96 1/Jbpm swingbeat rhythm
((ully voc:,.I so-called Dub Mix and 96 ½-Obpm
3.29 Mix too). Thanks to a combination of the
sweet treatment and the son's familiarity. it'll
possibly have wide enough appeal even to top
the pop chart!

UL LOUIS

'French Kiss'
(US D iamond Records LL-01)

Although accurately described by Pete Tong as
"to house music what 'The 900 Number' was
to hip hop", this moronically repetitive (0·
)1231/s-12Jl/ s- 1233/s-0-124-0bpm instrumental
driver does modulate t hrough several changes
of emphasis during its IO minutes, most notably
a gradual decele ration and acceleration into and
o ut of an orgasmic gir l groane d tempoless passage about two-thirds through, the mesmeric
result creating dancefloor mayhem for the lucky
few who managed to find one of the fourtracker's init ially limited pressings. coupled by
the sheet metal clanging tumblingly swaying (O·
)1251/s-1253/s-126bpm 'Wargames (Remix ) ',
percolating 124bpm ' N ew York', twittery 0121 3/sbpm 'Jupiter'.

RUFUS &. CHAKA KHAN
'Ain't Nobody (LP Remix

Venlon)'
(Warner Bros W1880T)

Now out commercially after all, Frankie Knuckles remixed not only this bass bubbled bumpily

L.A. MIX FEATURING JAZZ! P 'Get Loose (Not For L-Ong Mix)' (Breakout USAT659) Plaintively
rapping Jazzi Pauline joins (I to r) Emma Freilich, Les Adams and Mike Stevens for the first single
from their variety packed upcoming 'On The Side' LP, an Atmosrear 'Danc.ing In Outer Space'
break beat based (by permission) frantic~lly wordy hip house mer, 127-1271/,-127bpm now that the
Aleem originated "get loose" l.ine has been re-recorded ror this commercial pressing, Oippw b)'
Mike's 0-127-0bpm Atmospheric Sax Dub and a Chad Jay (Jackson) scratched less frenetic Ol27bpm Rock To The Hardcore Mix (Jazzipella loo). Oh yes, your own MC Jammy Hammy
provides the pivotal male sample or "But not ror long'' - which may explain a rew things!
Park turns out not to have had any involvement
in Kicking Back's ·Keep On Trying' on Sub-

ton's Starlight in Praed Street
Lonnie
Gordon maybe should consider changing her

mission . .. Chris Phillips & Paul Bennun
are joined by Prince's official UK fan club The
Revolution at a massive Minnea-P-Funk party
in Exeter's Warehouse this Thursday (29) for
tlleir latest GOD (Get O n Down) night. which

name, the number of times she ends up m,spnnted as "Lennie" (incidentally. the close proximity of "t" and "g" on typesetting keyboards
probably makes it inevitable that ··chanting" will
often end up in print as "changing")! . . . Scotland.
s;weltc ring earfy last week on my quick four d.1y
tour". apparently is getting (ewer American visi•
tors t his year Just because that unfortunate airliner was blow n up over Lockerbic
. I'm outta
her e - BUT NOT FOR LONG!

next Thursday Uuly 6) moves to Southampton's
Escape Club for a W.E.F.U.N.K. one-off .
No rman Jay gets 'High On Hope' by the
sea this Friday (30) w ith the likes o f Norman
Cook, Carl Cox and Streets Ahead at
Brighton's newly revamped Zap Club ... Stu
Allan brings his funky stuff to Blackpool's
Ada.m & Eve's o pposite the central pier every
Wednesday through the summer. with a wear
what you like policy
T,m Westwood and
Lindon T throwdown Thursdays at Padding-

e

HOT VINYL

SYBIL

'Don't Make Me Over'
(Champion CHAMP 12-2 13)

swaying 04 10◄ 1/lbpm new version from Chaka's current oldies album but also the flip's
unincluded totally different drumkit t apped and
moody piano jangled resonant instrumental 01041/ibpm Hallucogenic Version (coupled now,
unlike on promo, by a Dancin' Danny D remixed Dub Version of ' I'm Every Woman',
which I hop you' ll excuse my not BPM-ing but
t here are other things to do before summer's
over!).

VARIOUS
'Paradise Regalnecl: The Garage

Sound Of D-pest New Yortc Vol.
2'
(RePublic l\ecords LIC 20 LP)
Consisting of New Jersey artists produced by
Blaze (with help on a couple of tracks by Smack

and Backroom Music Productions), and designed
to recapture the spirit of New York's now
closed legendary Paradise Garage club, this
gatefolded single album interestingly !:hows
what seems to be some African influence especially on the infectious part y flavoured (0) I20 1/J bpm j azzil y skipping instrumental
STARDUST 'Blazin", my own favourite from
a consistently good set that also has the
II9I/sbpm catchily churning soulful SHARONE 'Play To Win', II9I/ibpm smooth lightly
Oying JERRY EDWARDS 'I Am Somebody',
I18 I/Jbpm guys emoted j iggly trotting SENSE
OF VISION 'All Of My Love', I2I 1/, bpm ►

R
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Not due commercially until July IO but too hot
to ho ld om promo until then, Farley 'Jackmaster' Funk's fairly straight revival of Lyn Collins'
'Think (About It)' comes complete with the
" wooh yeah'' chant, powerful female vocals and
a beefed up jittery leaping rhythm drive topped

and tailed by a few acidic twitters in the 120·
l llbpm Farley's Hip-House Mix, fli pped
(minus the "wooh yeah") by the original break
beat based stuttery 1191/sbpm Farley's House
Mix and Precious Female Preachin' Hip.House
Mix.

B.ASNOIR

'I'm Glad You Came To Me (Club
Mix)'

and scratches, making it bigger than ever.

ROBERTA FLACK
'Uh-Uh Oah-Oah Look Out (Here
ff Comes) (Steve Hurley's House

Mix)'

(Atlanta A89-IIT)
Ashford & Simpson's attractively undulating and

surging song, included here in its 118'1,bpm
Original Version, is tightened u p by Arthur
Baker's jerkily bumping I I 8"/s-119-I I 8'1sbpm
Dance mix but, now sensibly the A-side, it's
Steve 'Silk' Hurley's exciting stuttery percussive
(0-) 119-0bpm remix that has had all the dancefloor action - even if it does sacrifice the
song to its jolting drive.

(US Nugroove NG O17)

TEN CITY ' Where Do We Go?' (US Atlantic 0-86409) Much beefed up from their album's version
although, to my mind, still not an obviously catchy standout, this typically whinneyed slower than
usual trotter is now in three totally dilferent contrasting remixes, Timmy Regisford's chuggingly
striding c~lm lush IJ5bpm Dance Remix Edit, Steve 'Silk' Hurley's, less richly rolling jittery stark
114\1,bpm House Of Trix Piano Remix (the most wailingly vocal. or all, in fact), and Marshall
Jefferson's raster percussively rumbled and chattered rambling. 121'/,-1201/,-120'/2-1201/,.IJ9¾l 191/2bpm Earl Young's Revenge
·
fluid ly scu r rying CYNTHIA "COOKIE"
ABRAMS 'Best Part Of Me', 0-118'/ ,bpm
mounrful guys harmonised freewheeling ON
TOP 'Wake Up', lll ¼bpm g ruffly nagged
jerkily shuffling BREED OF MOTION 'Gotta
Dance', and already known II S'ls- II 6bpm
loosely striding TAWANNA CURRY 'Let Me
Show You'.

DIGITAL EMOTION
'D-wutchyalike'
(US Tommy Boy TB 932)
Impatiently awaited by all who've heard Tim
Westwood plug it, this De La Soul-ish lazily

with this Teddy Riley & Gene Griffin remixed,
so inevitably s · gbeat, jiggly roller with different degrees
ter in its I 06 11,bpm Club
Body, Al
'
e - fairly straig ht. Bonus
Beats, Pe
and I 0Sbpm 7" Radio
by the similarly swooping
1
but gencle~
oustic piano backed 31 1/2341/◄bpm 'Thank You For The Moment' - this
single having sold fast before being closely followed by his also big selling but mainly down•
tempo album,

'lntrocluting . •. David Peaston'
(US Geffe n R~coi'<(s GHs 24228)

DAVID PEASTON
'Two Wrongs (Don't Make It
Right)'
(US Gcffcn Records 0-2 12 15)
The Rance Allen-like soaring and roaring gospel
toned continual winner of the weekly amateur

PRECIOUS RED

singly announced pause for station ideni:ification
and false fade for radio DJs - not false in the
actual I 08'16bpm Radio Mix 1 (Instrumental and
Underground Like-Appella Mixes too) - cou•
pied by the sleazily rumbling and in spurtS
jauntily vaudevillian 92 1/•bpm 'Hip-Hip Doll'
(Instrumental Mix too).

tale nt contest in the recently televised 'Showtime At The Apollo· ser-ies makes his debut

VARIOUS

'This Is Garage'

KARINYA

'Let Me Love You For Tonight
(The "Pumped Up Mix")'
(Slee ping Bag Records SBUKR -I T)

Deborah Cephas's real "sleeper" hit from last
year, still included in its 'Tubular Bells'-ishly
tinkled grittily chugging 111 11:tBpm Original
Version (and a new Vocal Dub). is now relaun•
ched in this sparser, more cleanly and clomping-

ly lurching 111 1h-0bpm remix by CJ Mackintosh of MIAIRIRIS (hence the pumping subtit le),
a sinuously wailed unhurriedly .-oiling garage
jogger with many added electronic effects, edits

(Cooltempo CTLP 12)
The label's compilatio n album is helped o r hin-

dered acco.-ding to taste by including the
already well known 118'1 ,bpm Monie Love
featuring Dantin' Danny D remix of ADEVA
'Respect', 118"/sbpm T uff E' nuff Mix of
CHANELLE 'One Man', 1121/,- l ll½ bpm
You Got T he Love Mix of PAUL SIMPSON
featuring CANDI STATION 'Musical Freedom', leaving room for the fresher 121'/◄bpm
huskily moaned wriggly striding FRED FOWLER 'Times Are Changin' (Extended Mix)',
11511,bpm girl wailed jittery thwacking FBJ
'Faith Hope & Charity (Dancin' Danny D Rem ix )' , plus Smack Mus ic Productions'
I 19'/sbpm wrily talked and barked bubbly
bumping K- Y-ZE 'Stomp (Move, Jump, Jack
Your Body)', 1193/sbpm hi-hat hustling bass
burbled sinuously moaned MICHAEL WAT-

_.ITTERY _.IGGLERS

r.

o n w hich the , rollingly smacking I 0Sbpm 'Two
Wrongs (Don't Make It Right)' and excellent
slinkily jolting soulfully intensifying 99 11.bpm
'We're All In This Together' - plus the lig ht ly
frantic (0-)ISSbpm 'Eyes Of Love' and superb
acoustic piano backed slow then suddent ly
brassily swinging 0-28 1/,)126 11:tbpm 'Can I?' rise above the< smooch tempo of the tender
34/68 1/,.JS/70bpm 'Take Me Now', sweet IS/
30-30/60-30 11,bpm 'Tonight', Billie Holiday's
bittersweet crawling 0-30-33166-0bpm 'God
Bless The Child'. anguishcdly weaving 46 11,/
93bpm 'Don't Say No', and above mentioned
31'/,-34'/◄bpm 'Thank You For The Moment',
all classy listeni~g'.

drawling guys chatted terrific P'(unk rolle r is
ear-grabbingly interrupted after 3 1/2 m inutes of
its I 081/6-0bpm Playhowyalike Mix by an amu-

Mary Ridley and Marie Bivins return huskily
cooing and wailing a Ronald Burrell created but
blatantly Roy Ayers-like 'Running Away'-type
jerkily leaping 0-121 '1,-0bpm staccato jazz.
funk/ho use bounder, with a freakier flanged and
phased Dub Mix 1 )0-0121 'lsbpm Radio Edit
too), catchy and instantly huge.

FARLEY IACKMASTER presents
'Think'
(Champ;on CHAMP 12,210)

I know thot for the casual reader, there may appeor to be a puzzling repetition of
adjectives, adverbs a nd verbs in my reviews of records. While these reviews are
there for all to read, they are actually written for the professional users of
records, DJs - who hopefully by now understand w'1at's going on! Every
descriptive word has been repeated consistentty for years as neor as possible
within the same context, to describe specific elements in the structure of records,
wilh the result that regular readers should in theory be able to tell exactly what
something is going to sound like. From the feedback I've had over the years, this
thankfully would appear to be the case. As for the repetition - have you had lo
listen to all these records? A lat of them sound the same, so, using this style of
consistently descriplive reviewing, repetition is inevitable! Once ii used to be
"hi-hat hissed hustlers", "funkily bumping chuggers", "juddery hip hop jolters",
"rolling soulful joggers", "bounding house fliers", "twittery acidic sizzlers"; right
now I am swamped by, and am consequentty churning out in lurn, "jittery
swingbeat jigglers" - can anyone who has to listen to them deny that they all
jitter and jiggle? Unfortunately, Roget's Thesaurus does not suggest any more
appropriate descriptive alternalives. Personally, I still yearn for that long past era
when everything came with "chanting chix"!! (Personally, I certainly don't- Ed.)

SIMON HARRIS
CLUB REMIX
PARTS1&2

[C]
OUTNOW
REMIXED BY YVONNE TURNER
FEATURING LONNIE GORDON
3 8 R IV\

FORD 'Baby Love', 0-117'!',-118-1173/sbpm
male group moaned cantering ALIAS 'Runaway·, I I 8 3/,-1 191/sbpm disjointedly testifying
jerkily trotting KAVON 'Stand Up & Make A
Difference'.

STEREOMCs
'On 33'
(US Gee Street WAR TP 87111)
Released in the US via Warlock/Idlers but
apparently due here from Fourth & Broadway,
UK based wordily rapping Rob B, The Head
and scratching DJ Cesare appear to be hottest
around Manchester with this bassy chugger in
iu 0-123 1/,bpm Vo,•J, 0-1231/sbpm A to B

instrumental. mesmerically syncopated
1233/sbpm C hase The Bass, DJ Mark The 45
King remixed more starkly bu11py hip house-ish
124 1/s-1241/,-124bpm Vocal and 1233/sbpm
Instrumental, plus the throbbing drums rumbled
1193/s-0bpm 'Non Stop'.

TAMMY LUCAS
'Hey Boy (Club Mixest'
(RePublic Records LICT 019)

Commercial copies of the newly Gordon 'GMan' W illiams remixed Tirrmy Regisford &
Boyd Jarvis created wailing 1986 New York
garage hit have as A-side a rumbling bass tugged and hi-hat ticked shufflhg I 18bpm 12"
Club Mix, flipped by the initial limited edition
promo's similar though more sparsely rambling
I 18bpm House Mix and chunkier more inscrumental (0-)118bpm G -Man Mix.

LIZ TORRES
'Pay Back Is A Bitch (What Goes
Around Comes Around)'
(US Jive 1239-1-JD)

Sultrily whispered, panted, spat and spoken
(sometimes in Spanish), bounding bass and jerky
beau hustled cool latin house galloper different•
ly treated in I 23bpm C lub, Sassy Bitch, Lugo
Dub and Radio Edit Mixes, 1223/sbpm Spanish
Version and 1231/sbpm Edward 'Get Down'
Crosby Mix variations.

BRAVO

'Life (Vocal)'
(US Quark QK0l 6)
Mutteringly introed then huskily moaning guy
nagged calmly striding through jitteringly backed 0-1203/s-1201/s-Obpm ga~e loper, coupled
by longer and sparser less jittery rambling dubwise 0-1201/s-120 1/sbpm 3am Or Better and
120-119 1/sbpm Platinum Mixes. plus - possibly the track it's selling for - a stutteringly
whispered then funky guitar chinked long
1231/s-123-1221/sbpm Remix of 'Can't Stop'.

from Mike Pickering and Graeme Park, this
'The Onion Song'-ishly introed then mournfully
keening girl wailed 0- 11 7- 1163/sbpm e lectronically lurching episodic keyboards backed shuffler
· is flipped by its 0-1171/s-1 I 7 1/,-0bpm instrument.ll .lnd the uniizhtforw~rdly thunderinz
122-0bpm ' Energy'.

FRANKIE "BONES"
'Coll ff Techno'
(US Breaking Bones Records BBR.--400)
Conceding in its space monster-like electroni•
cally droning vocal that Frankie's version of
techno owes more to Brooklyn than to Detroit, this synth chorded ominously chugging
lurcher sounds actually more like Belgian new
beat in iu 1193/sbpm House Mix. 119..5-0bpm
T echnopella, 0-1 193/s-0bpm Bonesbreak Dub,
with a flutteringly driving lighter instrumental
120-0bpm T echnocolor Dub.

PINK NOISE
'Give Me Energy'
(US Fourth Floor Records FF-1099)
Tommy Musto & Frankie '' Bones" created stuttery and jittery samples built quite acidic twitterer in 122-12 13/sbpm Energetic Club and
1213/s-0bpm Hyper Dub Mixes. flipped by the
bragging title line repeating (ad nauseaum)
monotously jittery long 122bpm 'I Gotta Bigga
Dick' (in two mixes).

SAMURAI SAM

'House Of Japanese'
(US Trax R•cords TXl 80)
Japanese geisha girls sampling simple bass throbbed 1231/s-0bpm vigorous canterer
( 1231/sbpm Dub The Japanese and Rub The
Dub Japanese flip).

EQUATION

'The Answer'
(US Nugroo,e NG-0 I 9)
Ronald Burrell created odd little 'Popcorn'•ish
percolating, tapping and lurching percussive
synth inmumental in 120-119 1h -Obpm X' (RB)
Mix (My Time) and 0-120-0bP,.m X' (RB) Mix
(Your Time) versions whatever all that
means!

OVIRLORDX
'Radical Kiclcbag'
(Mango Street 121S ◄ IS)]
Untidily cluttered frantic 0-1251/s-Obpm gruffly
rapped slitherly hip-house, using bursts of
'Papa's Got A Brand New Pigbag', flipped by a
slowly dragging 0-98-0bpm alternative 'Kickbag' version, and the scrubbing samples backed
angrily jiggling remorseless 0-1 18 1/sbpm
'Weapon Is My Lyric (Remix)'.

DYNASTY OF TWO

'Stop This Thing'
(de/Construction Records 000 2)
Mancunian "green" house, an ecologicaJ message

DE LA SOUL 'Say No Go (Say No Dope Mix)' (Big Life DLS 2) Dave Dorrell and C.J Mackintosh of
MIAIRI RIS remixed this now Big Ben introed more resonantly booming slinky terrific 0-II0bpm
infectiously chugging and scrubbing gruffiy chatled rap, based in surges on Hall & Oates' 'I Can't
Go For That' and likely to be even bigger here lhan 'Me M)·self And I'. promoed with a piclorially
etched blank tlipside but due commercially nipped by an unreceh·ed 'They Don' t Know That The
Soul Don't Go For That (Potholes lnslrumental)',

BOOGIE DOWN PRODUCTIONS

'Why Is That? (Ex.tenclecl Edit)'
(US Jive 123 1-1-JD)

KRS-One created weaving somb{e 96bpm social commentary rap, drawing on~kl~lical exam•
pies for black youth to follow and,declar ing that
"the age of the ingnorant rapper~ji.~one," with
repeated samples of (I think) Malcolm X's "the
government you have e lected is inoperative"
(edit/inst too, plus the really angry police criti•
cising brilliant sparse short 87bpm 'Who Protect> Us From You>').

BROOKLYN FUNK ESSENTIALS
' Change The Track'
(US Minimal Records 6)
Victor Simone lli & Lenny Dee created Todd
Terry-type samples woven and Prince Charm
(Phil Falcone) raucously rapped rather untidily
frantic 120 111-0bpm hip house leaper in Micaliami Hip House Mix, Brooklyn Bomb Dub.
wailing girl punctuated ironically more garageish London Groove and twittery acidic New
York Mix versions (Percapella too).

TONY TERRY
'Forget The Girl'
(Epic 6SS02 I 6)
From the movie 'TAP', this Ted Currier pro•
duced at first quite calmly lurching though
vocally anxious pshta pshta-ing chugger builds
increasingly through cliched Todd Terry-type
samples to end up quite a nagging house-ish
stormer, here in just its I lll/2a0bpm Extended

Remix and more acidic Midtown Mix (Acappella
too).

JOHNNY KEMP
'Birthday Suit (Extended Mix)'
(CBS 65◄8 38 8)
Keith Cohen's vigorously chugging A-side mix
of this 120 1/s-Obpm choppily chanting and surging modern funk strutter is flipped on promo
by his more t ightly jittering hi-hat hissed socalled House Mix, whereas the unreceived commercial nip apparently features a C lub Dub (the
same thing/) and Percapella.

R. TYME

'Illusion'
(KOO Kat R. TYME I, via Big lifo)

Another that originally appeared on t he
'Techno-1' album, this Derrick 'Mayday' May
produced unusual reedy organ spiked jerkily
shuffling instrumental (co-penned also by Kevin
Saunderson and Detroid DJ Darryl Wynn) is
here 12-inched in brand new 125 'A- 1253/,-125123 'h -124 1/,-0bpm Mayday and burbling
bounding 127-1271/s- 1271/s-0bpm Magic Juan
Mixes. nipped by the tunefully synthed 'RTheme' in straighforwardly cantering 1251/s1253/s-1261/,- 1263/s-0bpm Mayday and more
percussively episodic I 253/s-1251/s-1261/sbpm
Darryl Wynn Mixes;. For my sake, guys. please
get your beats togEther!

cooltempo
R
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SUBSCRIPTION OFFER
LOSE 10 POUNDS IN MINUTES!
Yes, you could be one of the lucky rm readers to benefit from
our special summer pound-shedding offer.
All you have to do is send off for a year's subscription to the
greatest music paper in this mod, bad world of ours - and then
watch those pounds fly off as you save, for this month only, on
incredible £10 off the normal price of Record Mirror.
Yup, for a mere £35, you con 1:tave all the latest music news,
record, film and video reviews, gossip from the eop Detective's
grubby files, latest DJ info and lost, but b r no means least, as
many charts and trivia as your brain can stand wi hout tur.ning to
pink, squidgy blancmange, including the official Gallup 'Top Of
The Pops' singles and albums chart.
So why bother fighting your way through the stocks of unsold
Sunday Sports at your local newsagent when you can hove
Record Mirror delivered to your door every week? Just fill in
the form and send it off today. You don't even hove to pay for
postage.
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STOP HE (IF YOU'VE HEARD IT ALL BEFORE) 8;11 O cean
PORTSMOUTH Mike Oldfield
SO SAD THE SONG Gladys Knight & The P;ps
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BACK TO UFE (CLUB MIX/JA M O N THE GROOVE) So<IIII Soul
10 Reconls12in
U,T IT ROLLl\aie Rrese~ts: Doug Luy
US Atlantic/Grove S t./Chompion pr
~ /boodep
ITISTIME TOGETFUNKY D1\lobfeaturingLRS ~
ffrrl2in
GET LOOSE (HIXES) L A. Mix fea~ ringjau.i P
Bre.aKout J 2in pre-release
GRANDPA'S PARTY ( ll"MUSlc/BEAT MIXES) Monie ( e
Cooltempo 12;n
DOITTOTHECROWDTwinHypc
Profile llin
TEARS (CLASSIC VOCAUINSTRUMENTAL) Frankie Knuckles presenuSatoshi Tomiie
ffrr l lin
FIGHT THE POWER(EXTENOEO VERSION) Public Enemy
US Motown I 2in
JUST KEEP ROCKIN' (SK'OUSE/HIP HOUSE) Double Trouble &The Rebel MC
Desire rnn
WE GOT OUR OWN THANG (CLUB VERSION) Hmy D& The Boyz US Uptown Records 12in
LOOKING FORA LOVE (CLUB MIX)Joyce Sims
ffrr 12in
FOREVER TOGETHER (MIXES)Ra,en Maize
US Quark I 2in
HEAVEN(CELESTIALCLUBMIX) Mil«Jaye
Fourth&Broadway 12in
BLAME ITON THE BASSUNE Norman Cook featuring MC Wildski
Go Beat llin pre-re.~ase
JOY ANO PAIN (REMIXES) Donna Allen
BCM Re<ords rnn
FRENCH KISS Lil Louis
US Diamond Records llin
LET ME LOVE YOU FOR TONIGHT (THE "PUMPED UP MIX"/ORIGINAL VERSION) Kariya
Sleeping Ba1,Records I lin pre-release
LET'S WORK(CLUB VERS)ONJ )II CAN'T T AKE IT (CHEP'S DOWN) c.s.no.., Re>eoge
......:"
cle/Constructjon Records ·lin
MENTALMarn~'s
.-'
R
l'linwhite label
HEARTBREAKER(I C.A N'TUNOERSTAND)/SALSA PARTY (MIXES) Mys(oque featuring Kid
Valdez/Tina Gomez
Re.Public Records Ilin
SAYNOGO(SAY NOOOPEMIX)DeuSoul
Big Life 12inpre-release
WHY (EXTENDED VERSION/INSTRUMENTAL) Carly Simon/Chic
WEA 12in
101 (THE REMIX/UPTOWN VERSION) Sheena Easton
MCA Records llin
WORK IT TO THE BONE (THE CLUBHOUSE MIX/UK REMIXES) LNR
Kool Kat I 2in
REFLECTIONS(STYLE I & 2/R&R INSTRUMENTAL) Dorothy
Coolt empo I 2in
CLOUOS(CUVILI.ES & COLE REMIX)/AIN'T NOBODY (FRAN KIE KNUCKLES REMIX)/
I FEEL FOR YOU/ EYE TO EYE (PAUL SIMPSON REMIXES)/l'M EVERY WOMAN(OANCIN'
DANNY O REMIX)/LIFE IS A DANCE (OAVIOHORALESREMIX)/FATEQONES&SHAW
REMIX)Chika Khan
Warner Bros LP
ROXANNE'S ON A ROLL(CLUB/RAOIO/OEEP HOUSE/HIP DUB MIXES) The Real Roxinoe
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EVERY LITTLE T IME(HlP HOP/DETROIT) Kian
Arista I 2in promo twin pack
LIVfN' fN THE GHETTO Down Sy ~ w
CityBeat I lin white label
IT GETS N O ROUGHERll'MTHATTYPEOFGUY LLCoolJ
Oe fJ•m 12in
I NEED A RHYTHM/WHERE'S THE PARTY/ PUMP IT UP (LET'S GROOVE) The lBth St. Ccew
US Ve ndetta Records LP
IT'S REAL ( I 2" EXTENDED VERSION)Jarnes lngrom
Warner Bros I l "
DON'T FIG':iI T HE MUSIC (MIXES) ~ ureen
The Dance Yard Reconlmg Corporation I lln
IT'S YOUR TIME (NYC V?CAl) Mhur Saker • ~ he B,ck&at O,s:c;ples
Breakout ll ln
STRINGS O F LIFE(HIXES) !!CTthim Is Rhythim
Jack Trax 12in
WOMEN BEAT THEIR MEN (MIXES)Voodoo Doll
Champion 12i~
UH-UH OOH-OOH LOOK OUT (HERE IT COMES)(STEVE HURLEY'S HOUSE MIX)
Roberta f lack
US Atlantic: 1lin
PAYBACK IS A BITCH (WHAT GOES AROUND COMES AROUND) (MIXES) Liz Toms
US Jive llin
SET YOURSELF FREE (0-1 20)/SALSA HOUSE(THE REMIX)(0-1 20)/1 C AN MAKE YOU DACE
( I09¾)/COMING FROM LONDON ( 10 I½) Richie Rich
Gee Street 12in m a iling list promo
ROXANNE'S ON A ROLL(NORHAN COOK REMIXES) The Real Roxanne
Urban 12in
IF l'M NOT YOUR LOVER(REMIXES)AI 8 Sure! featuring Stick Rick
Warner Bros/Uptown I lin
STILL WAITING (MIXES)Kechiajenkins
Profile 121n
GET BAC K TO LOVE (BLACKSMITH/BLAZE MIXES) Blacksmit h
ffrr 12in promo
GU ITARRA (ORIGINAL MIX) Raul (eaturingJ. BontU
Rhyme 'n' Reuon Re cords l l in
GUNS OF THE BOOGIE DOWN/VANESSA DEL RIO/C ONCRETE JUNGLE Corporat ion OI
Ont
Desire LP
~WAYSTHERE(MIXES)Cha~ ni
~
Syn~••• 12in
FRIE DS(EXTENOEO YERSION)Jody Watley with Eric B &~ im
CA Records 12in
LOVESTR\.ICK(STREETFUNKSTYLE)(PARTS I &l)Projectioo...,,
Jam Today 12in
(l'VE GOT YOOR) PLEASURE CONTROL(CLUB MIX) Simon Harris featuring Lonnie Gordon
ffrr l l in
KEEPONTRYING (MIXES)KickingBack
Submission llin
OOOWUTCHYAUKE (PLAYHOWYAUKE MIX) Digiul Undergroun<I
US Tommy Boy llin
I PROMISE/SOMETHING REAUEVERY LITTLE THING/LOCK-N-KEY/
KNOCKS HE OFF MY FEET /CAN HE ROCK YOU LIKE THIS Mikki Bleu
US EMI LP
AFRO OIZZI ACT Cry Si,co'
Escape Re<ords 12in
TELL IT AS IT IS(PL MIX/PA VERSION) ( 1l3'\ls- 123W (BONUS BEATS) ( Ill ¼ ) Company 2
T a m Tam I lin white label pre-release
OOYOU LOVEWHATYOUFEELlnnerCity
10 RecordsLP/12inpromo
DREAMS OF SANTA ANNA (EXTENDED CLUB MIX) Orange Lemon
US Idle rs 12in
READY 4 LOVE(MIXES) Ra,ettefeaturing Lamy, US Oa SHEET Records 121n/Champion promo

\
,
"-...
Urbanlli
FORGET
EGIRL (EXJENOEOREMI Mls O
&
WNMIX) T"'11yTerry .
,.~
Epicl~
DO'l:_HE'RI HTT~IN.g '(MIXES)Red~ ~g &The ~
.US:{irginf'l\!t!IORecords ~ ~
N H OTl~ Ml)iES)~
,
"'\."
M
coNsflii p " re~
~ RS (THfCLAS~C 6.EH,!.XES)F~~<ef n"El'lespresen~ at i omiie
"'
ftr,t;,!2!!1
OEFI ITION OF A TRACK/OEFINITIO O F A RAPfTR RAP'S IN MOT O / IN MOTIO
'
Precious
\.
US Big Beat IJ;n
T IMES ARE CHANGIN ' (EXTENDED MIX) Fred Fowler/STOMP (MOVE,JUMP,
JACK YOUR BODY) K-Y-ZE
Cooltempo I 2in promo
l'M EVERY WOMAN (OANCIN' DANNY O REMIX)Chaka Khan
Warner Bros 12in
AIN'T NOBODY (LP REMIX/HALLUCINOGENICIBASSAPELLA VERSION S)
Rufus & Chaka Khan
Wa.mer Bros I l in mailing 11st promo
ON OUR OWN (EXTENDED CLUB VERSION) Bobby Brown
US MCA Records I 2in
HEY BOY ( 12" CLUB MIX/HOUSEJG-MAN MIXES) Tammy Lucas
RePublic Records 12in
LET ME SHOW YOU(MIXES) TawannaCurry
RePublicRecords llin
ALLOVER THE WORLD ChuckJackson
NiJhtmare 12in
PARADISE REGAINED-THE GARAGE SOUND OF DEEPEST NEW YORK VOL2
(VARIOUS TRACKS) V,rious
RePublic Records LP
MORE BOUNCE/ HERE WE GO AGAIN, Y'ALUFLEXIN'/ BIG TY ME/ MOOD FOR
LOVE/YOU AIN'T HEARD NUTT IN YETHea,y D &The Boy,
US Uptown Records LP
GRANDPA'S PARTY(JAZZIEB& NEU.EE HOOPER'S THE LOVE II LOVE REMIX)(f 221/l)/

82 84 ~ T'SPLAYH~SE(CLUB)Krat\,.
~
~
CARetordsl2in
83 2 1, 0f\THECLUBTIP~ ingSun
"-'
~
~
'i>-i;_o fil£12in
84
~ HE6.E QP"-E"Go1 (REM~ l~ T
. , C lu " " " '
USAt li'ntlcllin
8¾._ ~1~
~51'\fi.!S f AUCOA~'y-l(E l t:,REl;!IX '89 Ed,,in Staz '
Motown-Ill
86
BA,CKST)(BiThRS(~ TAB l}Pr~~'zone
"'
a
a 12in
87 97\_ UST KEEP RqCl(IN' (REMIXE~Double Trouble'.;Ti;, Rebel MC
esire I lin
88 LIFE(HIXES)/CAN'TSTOP(REMIX)Bmo
US Quark 12in
89
SKA TRAIN The BeatmasteN
Rhythm King I 2in promo
90
TALK IT OVER(PAULSIHPSON'SUS UNDERGROUND MIX)( 11 8-1 17'\ls)/(ARTHUR
BAKER'S MIDNIGHT MIX) ( 117¾ 10)/(ORIGINALMIX/FREO'S TALKIN' PIANO DUB) ( 117¾)/
(PAUL'S T ALKIN' PIANO HIX) (II 7°½- 118) Arthur Baker ond the Back.beat Di:w:.iple~
Breakout I lin pre,.relea.se
91 73
SOMEBODY INTHE HOUSE SAY YEAH!(MIXES) 2 lnA Room
US Cutting Records 12in
92
DON'T MAKE ME OVER Sybil
Champion I lin mailing list promo
93
ONE NIGHT INMY LIFE(IT'STIME)(1 2l½- 1 2l'\ls)/(NECTARMIX)(1 2◄· 1 24'11-0)/(TRIPLE B
MIX)( 124) Akasa
WEA I 2in pre-re lease
94
SALSA PARTY (SUNBURST HIX) ( 119½- 11 9¾)/(CARNIVALMIX) ( I I9¾-119 ~ )/
HEARTBREAKER(I CAN'TUNOERSTANO)(TOTALRAGE MIX)(I I 9¼-1 19¼)/(DEFINEO
MIX) (11 9¾) Mystique featuring Tina Gome,!Kid Valdez
Re Public Recor ds 12in
9S
LOVE'S :rAKING OVER(OAVIO MORALES SENSITIVE HIX/T-COY MIX) Imagination
RCA 12in

I'll DRIVE YOU CRAZY (109¾) Monie lo,e
Cool mp 121n
EVERY LITTLE STEP(EXTE,NOEDTUPTOWN MIXES) Bobby Brown
_ ,,-,MCA Reconls llin
TWOWRONGS(DON'TMAKE ITRIGHT)IWE'RE ALLIN THIS TOGETHER/DON'T SAY
NO/ GOOBLESSTHECHILOOavodPeaston
USGeffenReconlsLP
l'MGLADYOUCAHETOME(CLUBMIX/DUBHl'9.Biis Noll'
USNugrooveflin
TWO WRONGS (DON'T MAKE ITRIGHT)(Cl,,U B BODY Mlic>ALHOSTTHERE-FAIRLY
STRAIGHT) David Peuton
_/
USGeff., Reawds 12in
IQ2N'TMINOTHEWAITING ~
Kongollln
BUST 4.!::IOVE/GOT MORE~ 'fHES Young MC
Oelicous Vinyl/Fourth & Broadway 121n
VOODOO MY (ORl~ALJRICKY ROUGE REMIXES)A Guy Called Ge rald
Rharnl l ln
FIGHT THE POWER Public Enemy/HY FANTASY Teddy Riley featuring Guy/PARTY HEARTY EU/
PROVE TO ME/FEEL SO GOOD Perri ('Do The Right Thing')
US Motown LP
THEY WANT MONEY (EXTENDED REMIX) Kool Moe Dee
Jive 12in

'6

~

LRffllX

Jl·

~

62
~

97
98

99

, 100,.,100 80

MY FANTASY (EXTENDED VERSION/RAP YERSION)(0-1 14½) TeddyP.ilcrfeaturing Guy
US Motown llin
IT IS HE TO GET FUNKY (CASUALTY MIX) (0- 120)/CASUALTY INSTRUMENTAL)
(l 20) O Mobfeatu![ng LRS
ffrr 12in
ONJl(HIXES)/NON ST OPStereoMCs
USGeeStreet 12in
EXPRESS.),OURSELF(EXTENDEDHIX)(0-'6V,)ISTRAIGHTOUTTA COMPTON
(EXJJNOEO MIX) (0- 102V..O-loiil..O)/A BITCH 1%A BITCH (97½) NWA
US thlessRecords 121n
REAL LIFE ( HOUSE MIX aka HOUSE DUB PART.J) Corporation Of One,
Desir e 12in
INNA CITY MAMA/SO HERE I COME/OUTRt RISQU~ LOCOMOTIVE/LOVE GHETTO /
HEART Ncnch Cherry
Cir·a Records LP
The Club C hart is compiled from b lac k music orientated venues by James Hamilton and Alan
Jones.

Get loose
definitely def!
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'7 FORGET .
ING Fine YoungCMinibals

IRS

SATISFIED Richard Marx

EMI

BUFFALO STANCE Ner,ch Cherry
II IF YOU DON'T KNOW ME BY NOW S;mply Red
13 EXPRESS YOURSELF Madonna

7
8
9
10
II
12
13
I◄

•

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
H
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

38
39
40
◄I
◄2
◄3

7
12
9
2
15
14
16
17
6
22
10
8
26
23
24
◄I

Virgin
Elektra

WHATYOUDON'TKNOWExposc
THE DOCTOR The Doobie Brothers
WIND BENEATH MY WINGS S.ne M;dler
ROOMS ON FIRE Stevie N icks
C RY Waterfront

EVERY LITTLE STEP Bobby Brown
SO ALIVE Love And Rockets
INTO THE NIGHT Benny Mardories
CRAZY ABOUT HER Rod Stew.rt
BATDANCE Prince
LAY YvUR HANDS ON ME Bon)ovi

)◄

54
•5
53
58
62
50
16
57

e
61
63
69
70
73

ll
l7
64
15
10

BULLETS

72 COVER OF LOV£~ el D,m;,n
76 ANGEL EYES the Jeff Healey Band
82 KEEP ON HOVIN' Soul II Sool
78

-

Mercury
Wing

Capitol
Capitol
MCA
Wamer Brothers
◄th & Broadway
RCA
Columbia
Cu,-b
Columbia
EMI

••••
••••••
• •••••• ••
••••••••
••••••••
•••••••••
••••••••
•• • •
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•••
•••
•••
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•••••••
••••••••
•••••
•••••••
••• •••
••
•••
• •••••
••••
•

POP SINGERJohn Cougar Mellencamp
CUDDLY TOY (FEEL FOR ME)Ro,chford
JOY AND PAIN Rob Base & DJ E-Z Rock
WE CAN LAST FOREVER Chicago
CALLING IT LOVE Animolion

Modem

Wamer Brothers

PATIENCEGunsN' Roses
l'MTHATTYPEOFGUY LLCoolJ
COLD HEARTED PaulaAbdul
◄6
47
HEADED FOR A HEARTBREA~ Winger
48
SACRED EMOTION Donny Osmond
49
THE END OF THE INNOCENCE Don Henley
50
FIRE WOMAN The Colt
51
HOOKED ON YOU Sweet Sensation
52
INHY EYESStevieB
53 <{, FASCINATION STREET the Core
5◄ i,6 FRIENDS Jody Wacley
55 37 SOLDIER OF LOVE Donny Osmond

56
57
58
59
60

Columbia
Columbia
MCA
Arista
Capitol
Atlantic

Polydor
MCA
RCA
Polydor
Warner Brothers

.......

◄5

Epic
EMI

••••• •
•• •
······=····
••••••
• • ••••
•••
•••• •
•••••

29
28 WHO DO YOU GIVE YOUR LOVE TO "?lchael Morale,
35 ONCE BITTEN TWICE SHY Greac Wh;tc
33 HY BRAVE FACE P3.1,1I Mc:.Cartney
◄2 ON OUR OWN Bobby Brown
19 VERONICA Elvis Costello
39 I LIKE IT Dino
18 CLOSE MY EYES FOREVER Uu Ford
38 DOWN BOYS Warrant
36 SEND ME AN ANGEL '89 Re,ll.ife
30 BE WITH YOU Bangles
40 DRESSED FOR SUCCESS Roxeue
20 COMING HOME Cinderella
21 ROCK ON Michael Damian
25 FOREVER YOUR GIRL Poul, Abdul
43 HE_Y BABY Henry Lee Sommer
4" SECRET RENDEZVOUS Karyn White
32 WHERE ARE YOU NOW? Jimmy Harnen with Sync
51 NO MO RE RHYMEDebb;eGib>0<1
45 IN YOUR EYES Peter Gabrie l
49 MEHYSELFAND I De LaSool

4◄

Sire
Atlantic

THIS TIME I KNOW IT'S FOR REAL Donna Summer
I DROVE ALL NIGHT Cyndi Lauper
MISS YOU LIKE CRAZY NmlleCole
l'LL BE LOVING YOU (FOREVER) New Kids On The Block
TOY SOLDIERS Mortll<a
I WON'T BACK DOWN Tom Petty

Mercury
Cyp,-ess

Virgin

CBA Association

Warner Brothers
WTG
Atlantic
WTG

I PAUL McCARTNEY: "now how does it go . . . Rupert, Rupert The Bear ..."
77 83 COMIN' DOWN TONIGHTThi"y EighlSpecials
79 88 TALK IT OVER Groyson Hugh
80 9◄ LITTLE FIGHTER Wh;t e Uon
81 87 DANCING IN HEAVEN Q-Feel
82 90 GONNA MAKE IT Sa,F;re
81 93 DON'T SAY YOU LOVE ME BlllySqo;er
87
SHOWER ME WITH YOUR LOVE Surface
89
THE PRISONER Howard Jone,
90
COME HOME WITH ME BABY Dead Or Alive
91 -, TELL ME l'M NOT DREAMING Robert Palmer
93
ALLIWANTISYOU U2

Tommy Boy
Geffen

U

Defjam

S

A

L

A&H
RCA

••••••

Atlantic
Jive

Cutting
Capitol
Columbia
Elektra
Epic
EMI

•

Island

B

U

M

S

Virgin

Atlantic
Capitol

TWLW

Geffen
Sire

Atco
LMR

Elektra
MC A
Capitol
Mercury
Epic
Profile
Reprise
Polydo,-

10
11
12
13
I◄

Cyp~
Af'ista
Virgin
U ni

15
16
17
18

10
1'4
15
12
11
13
18
2◄

17

THE RAW & THE COOK.ED Fine Young Cannibals
DON'T BE CRUEL Bobby Brown
BEACHES Soundtrack
FULL MOON FEVER Tom Pelty
LIKE A PRAYER Madonna
FOREVER YOUR GIRL Paula Abdul
HANG IN' TOUGH New K;ds On The Block
GIRL YOU KNOW IT'S TRUE M;tl; Vonilll
BIG DADDY John Cougar Mellencamp
SONIC TEMPLE the Cult
TWICE SHY Great W hite
T HE OTHER SIDE OF THE MIRROR Stevie N;cks
DISINTEGRATION the Cure
G N' R LlES'Guns N' Roses
REPEA°\OFFENDER Richard Morx
BLIND HAN'.SJlOO I0,000 Maniac,
CYCLES the Doobic Brothers
NEW JERSEY Son Jovl

IRS

HCA
Atlantic
HCA
Sire
Virgin
Columbia
Arist a
Mercury
Sire
Capitol
Modern

Elektra
Geffen
EMI
Elektra
Capitol
M ercury

Atlantic

F. :t1 ME Bonnie
Living Colour
26
27
28
29
30
31

TRIC YOUTHtbb,e G,b,
TITE FOR DE RUCTIO Guns • Roses
] FEET HIGJ AND RISING De la Sou!
TIN MACHINE Tin Machine
LOVE AND ROCKETS love And Rockeu
A NEW FLAME s;mply Red
THE MIRACLE Queen

26
30
32
33

32

28

33

29

3"

3◄

3S
36
]7

27
36
]7

38
39

◄6

40

◄I

JS

◄I

JI

42
43

]9

44

44

4S
46
47
48
49

42
4S
43
18

so so

--

t

DIRTY ROTTEN FILTHY STINK Warrant
Columbia
LITA Lita Ford
RCA
LET'S GET IT STARTED MC Hamme,
Capito l
GUY Guy
Uptown
OUT OF ORDER Rod Stew;ut
Warner Brothers
A NIGHT TO REMEMBER Cyndi Uup@:t
Epic
WINGER Winger
Atlantic
KNOWLEDGE IS KING Kool Moe Dee
Jive
LONG COLD WINTER Cinderella
Me rcury
WALKING W ITH A PANTHER LL COOL J
,Def Jam
THE GREAT ADVENTURES OF SLICK Sl,ck Rkk
Def Jam
LIFE IS ... TOO SHORT Too Short
•
• 8 • •
Jive
IT TAKES TWO Rob Sue & D.J. E-Z Rock
IP
[••fil•
STRAIGHT OUTTA COMPTON NWA
•
•
•
,Rut ~ •
WORLD IN MOTION Jackson Browne
• • • • • • • • E~ k •~
EAZY-DUZ-IT Eazy-E
• • , . ~th/Y'
HYSTERIA Def Leppord
• • • • ~ ur
TRAVELING WILBURYS VOLUME ONE Travel;ng W;ibois
•
•
•
i)\o'ill\!ljiy
INDIGO GIRLS Indigo G;cls
•
•
•
•
{/I
Ep;c

••••
•
•••

12

9
10
11
12
13
14
IS
16
17

US

•

SHOYi' & TELL fe,bo 8
KEEP ON MOVIN'
WORION'
TURNEfil

11
15
9

OBJECTIVE M;les Jaye
NOTHIN (THAT COMPARES 2 U) tnc J><ksoM
BABY DON'T FORGET,!!Y l:!,IMBER Molh Von;lil

I◄

DARLIN' I Vane5$3 Wt~
IT'S REAL James ln4ram
HAVE YOU HAD
~ y The O')oy,
SECRET RENDEZVOUS~aryQ y\lh;@
FRIENDS Jody Watley .
•
•
THEY WANT MO"',EY ~11'1<><: Dee
~
l'M THAT TYPl(OF !i,UY (l. CO<SIJ O
O
•
CRAZ
E)\l':icdd~JackQi
•
•
•

18
20
23
21
26

•••• •
•••••
••••
••
•••
• •e
•••
•

nde'.etti" [[i:;,

9

•

•

•

•

•

• · • OO O

Jive
Def.Jam
Capitol
Motown
Atlantic
Crush
A&M
MCA
Columbia
Tommy Boy
Wing

·""

ANl'S~Tp:i,BE A STAR Lisa L,sa & Cult J3m

DH]i"t.,~I

~qncii!Tony! Toni! Tone!
f~OM 'GHOST!!VSTERS 11' ) Bobby Brown

"'N

THANG Hmy D. & The Soyz

CE Neneh Cheffy

•

38
39

40

2~
29

E'RE TOGETHER Al Green
UCH Christopher McDooald
N WE All KNOW AND LOVE Kwamc
ANCE (~OM' BATMAN') P,;ncc
WITHOU"t,.Y OU BeBe & CeCe Winans
B<?:DY l,!)VES YOU El Dc8argc
BIDDEN L0\11: Third World
, WRONGS (DON'T MAKE IT) Dav;d Preston
l'LL BE LOVING YOU (FOREVER) New Kids On Tile Block
CHILDREN'S STORY Slick R;ck

MCA
Uptown
Virgin
A&M
M eg~jam
Atlantic
Warner Brot,her-s
Capitol
Mot,own
M er<ury
Geffen

Columbia
Def Jam

Co,wlled by Slllbl>,rd
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7
8
9

10
II

18
10
s
8

12
13

I J AZZIE B: "always the same in these booths. T.heJlash goes when you're not ready;'

Elektra
Island
Epic
Al"ista
Wing
W arner Bros
EMI
Warner Bros
MCA

0 4II If -..
;i,oN,s Vem fl '.I 1• •
T,i'\E Wj\¥Stephan;e ~ ;11,

SINGLES
•

•

!/:•-·Sr,t~ •
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Atlantic

f

....••••
.. .

son

Epic
Columbia

GOTTA GET THe MONeY leVert
LEAD ME INTO LOVE Anita Baker

• e • • • • •

BLACK

TWLW

FOR YOU TO LOVE Luther Vandross
SHOWER ME WITH YOUR LOVE Surface

10

• • •••• e

Compiled by Billboard

IJ

I CYNDI LAUPER: "I knew I shouldn't have washed me jacket on hot"
RCA
Elektra
Capitol

I◄

12

15
16
17

16

18
19
20

I◄

DELICATE ... Pink Floyd
LIVE Frank Sinatr.1 & Friends
INVISIBLE TOUCH TOUR G(!n(!Si$
RATTLE AND HUH U2
VIDEO ANTHOLOGY Bruce Springsteen
KYLIE - THE VIDEOS Kylie Minogue
PRIVATE COLLECTION Cliff R;chard
HOMECOMING C ONCERT G lor1:1 Euefan
INNOCENTS Erasure
IN SEARCH OF EXCELLENCE INXS
GUARANTEED LIVE '88 Chff R;chard
LIVE Roy Or-bi$0n And The Candy Men
l OF ONE Metallica
MAKING THRILLER Mlcluel Jackson
ACADEMY New Order ➔
POP ART .•• Tromsvfslon Va
VIDEO HITS Rkk ~ ley
THE GET EVEN TOUR Brother Beyond
GREATEST HITS LIVE Neil Diamond
BIG AREA Then Jerico

PHI
Video Colle-c:1.ion
Virgin
CIC
CMV
PWL
PHI
CMV
Virgin
PMV/Channel S
PMI
Music Club/Video Colle c:tion
PMV/Channel 5
Vestron
Pab,c.e
PMV/Ch~nncl 5
BMG
PMI
CMV
Channel 5

CLASSIFIED&
BIRMINGHAM -

Personal
PENFRIENDS

USA

Make lasting
friendships through correspondence. Send age
and interests for free reply, Harmony, Box
82295RM, Pheonix, Arizona 85071.
FOR FREE LIST OF Pcnlriends send stamped
sell addressed en,elope to Worldwide
Fr iendship. 46 Ceme:ery Road, Denton, Manchester, M34 I ER
FRIENDS/MARRIAGE: Postal intros all
areas/ages. Write: O rion, P3. Waltham, Grimsby

SATURDAY July 1st

New Imperial Hotel, Temple Street (off
New Street), 11am-Spm S0p ( I 0am - £I). All
the usual goodies! Enquiries SCS 021 236 8648.
BRISTOL'S BIGGEST and best returns'
Next Saturday July 8th Transport House, Victoria Street, l•lam-5pm 50p ( 10am - £1). 40+
stalls crammed full of bargains, deletions, collectables. Be · there! Enquiries SCS 021 236
8648.

Records for Sale
A BARGAIN pot luck assortment (our

Records Wanted
BUY, SELL and exchange all your records,
tapes, CDs, videos and books - also ALL HiFi, musical instruments, computers and cameras.
Bring ANY quantity in ANY condition to
Music & Video Exchange, 38 Notting Hill Gate,
London WI I (open 7 days, I0am-Bpm Te l: 01243 8573). Or send them by post with SAE for

selection) send £24 for I 00 used LPs and 12"
singles. (Postage' included). Music and Video Exchange. 28 Pembridge Road, London W 11 (0 I•
727-3538).
'
CHART RECORDS 7''/ 12" Thousands recent hits, oldies fro m only 3Sp. SAE Denny
Records 83 Twickenham Road, Kingstanding,
'Birmingham

cash.
TOP PRICES paid for all your unwanted records (33/45) Tapes & CDs cash or credit.
Collection for quantities. Stanton Records, I 02
High St, Brentwood, ESSEX (0277) 2159 12.
IMMEDIATE CASH OFFER For your surplus LPs, cassettes, and singles - any age, any
quantity, any condition, NONE REFUSED.
Bring them to Sounds Familiar, 95 Wood
Street, Walthamstow, London, E17, or call 01509-0239 for fast collection of large collections.

Record Fairs

Choose from thousa
bargain priced titles
singles as well as m
on LP, cassette, CD'
12" slngles_and
picture discs, Bran
new, up-to-date
selection In first

New Century Hall. Corporation Street. (Opposite Victoria Railway Station). I 0.30am-4pm. (80
stalls fully booked) Trans-Pennine 0532-892087
HULL SAT 8th July. Albemarle Centre,
Ferensway Disc DisC0"1ery 0482-448578.
BEDFORD SUNDAY July 2nd. Harpur
Suite, Town Centre. Record Revival Fairs 06926300-iG

For Sale

Fanzines
SEX, DRUGS & MONKEY SICKI Just

cluding RM Smash Hits etc. SAE 5 1 Cecil Road,
London SW 19.
FREE MASSIVE Illustrated catalogue Tshirts, posters ecc. lndie, Punk, Metal, Smiths,
N. Order, Erasure. Transvision, Prince, Cure,
INXS, S. Minds, D. Blue, Pixies, REM, G.N.
Roses, Everyone. SAE 885 Chester Road,
Erdington, Birm ingham, B24 OBS.
VIDEO SCREENS 2 x 4' foot not bad nick,
also 6 x 26" TV's will split 0823-25 1831 or
0836-645009
PROMOTIONAL POSTERS Biggest range
available 1400 t itles T.Vamp, Cure, D.Blue ,
INXS, free catalogue SAE, Push PO Box 469
Clydebank, GB I 302
PHOTOGRAPHS - Deacon Blue, Erasure.
Tanita Tikaram, Transvision Vamp, Morrissey,
ETC. List/Sample stating interests SAE "lkonography", RM. PO Box 390, Sheffield, S I JUE
TRANSVISION VAMP, Madonna, M. Jackson, Flexis, Videos, rarities, PO Box 5, Teignmouth, Devon TQ 14 BXJ
PROMOTIONAL POSTERS Transvision
Vam p, New Order, Erasure, Depeche Mode,
Tom Cruise, Marilyn Monroe, Betty Blue, Mickey Rourke, Batman, Star Trek, Illustrated cata•
logue, SAE Promo Posters (RM) PO Box 86,
Rotherham, S60 I TT
ELTON JOHN ON CD, Greatest Hits Vol I
£6.70, Vol 2 £6.70, Vol 3 £11.75. Cheques/PO,
Locomotive Records, 44 Elms Vale Road, Dover, Kent CT 17 9 NT.

three of the exciting things you can read about
in 'Contraflow' t he new alternative magazine.
Comic strips, humour, music, sport, investiga•
t ions, kebabs and exclusive Frank Sidebottom
interview all for 60p + large SAE. From: 9
Grayswood Gardens, Raynes Park, London,
SW20.

PROFESSIONAL DJ RECORD
COLLECTION FOR SALE All
HIT RECORDS THAT HAVE
BEEN PUT TOGETHER SINCE
1972. 7", 12" & 78s FROM THE
50s UPWARDS £3000 FOR THE
WHOLE COLLECTION.

Oldles Unllmited; St. Georges,
TeHord, Shropshire TF2 9NO
Please send me FREE ca1alogue. I enclose14p stamp lor postage

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __

Address - - - - - - -- - - - - - , - - , - RM1

O

~~r:!~:.

t.!yTtl No. IS

6 6 I

MUSIC PAPERS/magazines 19S5-1988 in-

•

MANCHESTER SATURDAY 1st July.

eoI-Ja1

eain.i~ra income' Send £2 klt a Recotd Parr,,

TELEPHONE: 0455 48019

l:j, i."

·-----.,.-~;--------------·

NO TIME WASTERS

MICHAEL JACKSON
OFF the WAU #7 is out now!
The worlds best Jackson Fanzine has the
lot for any PYT, Full of news, photos,
penpals, collectors, reviews etc.
Price : £2 (UK) & £3 (Europe) inc. p&p
Cheques / Money Orders payable to :
OFF the WALL
PO Box 394, Reading, RG6 2HH.

-PRINCE
CONTROVERSY - the only
officially acknowledged PRINCE
fan magazine - issue No. 17 featuring: Prince on Batman set, 12"
Discography, Lovesexy Videos Offer, US News, Wendy & Lisa in
concert, etc.
Cheque/Postal Order/IMO in UK
Sterling for £2.50 (UK), £3 (Europe) payable to "Controversy" from
P.O.Box 310, Croydon CR9 GAP.

Musical Services
FREE SONGWRITING newsheet explains
publislling, copyright, royalt ies, songwriting,
contracts, recording, contact addresses, getting
songs heard, SAE Society Internacional Songwriters, Composers 12 Trewartha Road (RM),
Penzance T R20 9ST. Telephone (0736) 762826.
HOTNIFE CUTTING STUDIOS Mastering, dubs, pressings and printing. Free pack 06 I.
220-8284
PERFECT GIFT, personalised songs, written,
produced and studio recorded according to
your outline only £9.99. Free info (SAE) Argentum Records, 18 Manorley Lane, Bradford, BD6
2HF

Mail Order
VINYL ZONE For progressive dance 12" LPs
and CDs worldwide. Please call for details on
01-384-2320 24hrs. 112 New Kings Road,
Fulham, SW6 4LY.

JOCKS
THE UK'S
TOP SELLING
DJ MAGAZINE
JULY ISSUE

OUT NOW!!
DANNY D ... DYNAMIC GUV'NORS
. . LL COOL J ... SAMPLING FOR DJs
. . . COMPREHENSIVE DANCE CHARTS
... JAMES HAMILTON'S DEFINITIVE
GUIDE TO THIS MONTH'S DANCE
RELEASES + MUCH MORE
FREE PAIR OF SLIPMATS
TO EVERY NEW SUBSCRIBER

Heading requ i red (a$
personat. for ule etc)

Number ol words/

insertions

For more Information write to:
Commencing date

NAME
I enclose cheqo4:!l postal

order for ................

44 R

Iv\

.................. ADDRESS .............
............................ ................ Tel-No .......................................... ........... ..
Name & Address when included in adven must be paid for

MARGARET SWEENEY,
JOCKS SUBSCRIPTION DEPT,
ROYAL SOVEREIGN HOUSE,
40 BERESFORD ST, LONDON SEIB &BG.
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THE BIGGEST

Disco Sales and Hire
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THE BEST
Call Up
DJ Studios

11111111111 1111■11!11

DJ STUDIO
Tel 01-358-0809 24 hrs.
House, Rap, Radio Demos or Jingles and adverts.
Sound excelleru in our long established studio,
compmerised for your needs.
NEW Brochure Available.

Run by DJS for DJS
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LL.I
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For Hire
LOWEST PRICES -FREE DELIVERY,
TECHNIC SL I lOO•s AVAILABLE ,
Largest range of disco equipment available in Lon~

don. 368 9852/361 1144/659 90221778 6984.
DISCO EQUIPMENT Hire at the best rates
around, Complete systems from £10-£50, wide
range of lighting and special effects also available.

=
=
C
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CATCH FULL
MOON FEVER

:e
=
m
.-

TOM PETTY'S
NEW ALBUM!

m

:z:,,,

FOR DETAILS DIAL

en
m
en

0898 882305
3Bp per min-Jeak
25p per min. o -peak

Call us first for our price list. Stage 2, Watford
30789.

YOUNG'S DISCOCENTRE: Citronic Systems. Technics SL I 200's, Lights, smoke.
Delivery/collection service - unbeatable rates
- Showrooms OI -485 I I 15.

New Releases
JINGLES FOUR Sixty new titles on chrome
cassette only £8 from Manchester Mix, P.O.
Box 112, Macclesfield. SKI I 8TN. Tel: 062527227. Volumes I, 2 & 3 in stock, sound effects

three 40 titles digitally mastered in stereo

Equipment
Wanted
YOUNG'S OISCOCENTRE requires used
equipment/lighting O1-485 1115.

£6.00, custom jingles demo £ 1.00

+

SAE.

Mixing Tuition
BASIC MIXING TECHNIQUES, Free
Factsheet 0706-841 -41 I

DOUBLE TROUBLE are teaching all stan-

Fan Clubs
TIFFANY FAN Club, for further details

dards of mixing and transform scratching com~
bining their famous studio effects at Noisegate
Studio. 01 -3S8 0809 (24 hours).

send SAE to 40 Chequers Avenue, Lancaster,
LAI 4HZ.
IGGY POP Fan Club SAE PO Box I Chatter•
is, Cambs, PE16 6TS.
JASON DONOVAN Facts. pictures, SAE 38
lrwell, Belgrave, Tamworth, Staffs

GET YOURSELF HEARD Send demo for

Artists Wanted
details or how we will get you heard HOTNIFE, Gantia, Nutsford Vale, Manchester, M12
SQJ

Disco Equipment
YOUNG'S DISCOCENTRE: 20 Malden
Road, Kentish Town, NWS -

Visit Our fully

stocked showrooms of guaranteed new/used
equipment/lighting part exchange/repairs
welcome Let us beat our competitors
quotes - 01-485 11 15.
DISCOUNT LASERS Contact the best in
mobile laser systems. Prices from £ 129. For
details send SAE Discount Lasers PO Box 39,
Manchester, M25 7JS

Jingles
NOISEGATE JINGLE LINE DIAL•A•
DEMO 6311-1831. 24 hrs a day.

Mobile Discos

* 214,000 PEOPLE

READ RECORD MIRROR
EVERY WEEK
TO ADVERTISE
IN CLASSIFIED,
OR DISCO SCENE
CALL: TRACEY ROGERS
ON 01-387 6611
EXT 216
NRS JAN-DEC 1988

*

DAVE JANSEN -01-690 7636
R
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ANALYSED BYALAN JONES

Soul II Soul enIoy their second week

new album 'A Night To Remember'.

atop the chart w,th 'Back To Life', but it is
fairly certain they would be number two
this week, had Prince' s 'Bat man' album

'I Drove All Night' holds here at
number seven, which looks like being its
peak position. Meanwhile. it climbs
stro ngly from number 12 to number eight
in A merica.
Cyndi, who was 36 last week, reached

not been released, thus diverting sales
from h,s 'Batdance' single which still has
enough impetus to climb to number two.
The 'Batman· album debuts at number
one, becoming Pnnce's second chart
topper here. The first purple reign was
courtesy of h,s last album 'Lovesexy' only
13 months ago.
Whilst Prince is having success with
'Batman', Eartha Kitt, who played the
evil Catwoman in numerous episodes of
·Batman' when rt was a TV series in the

·number two in Britain w ith her first hit
'Girls Just Want To Have Fun', whilst her
second single 'Time After Time' peaked at
numbe,· t hree. But Cyndi failed to
capitalise on her fairytale start, and ·1
Drove All N ight' is her first Top IO single
here since. In the interim, some of her
singles have been very badly received: 'All
Through The Night' peaked at number 64,

I 960s, is back in the chart with 'Cha Cha
Heels·. t he single she recorded with

'Change Of Heart' got to number 6 7.
'What's Going On' flopped at number 57

Bronski Beat.

and 'Goonies 'R' Good Enough' failed even

It ,s a bizarre pairing. but one w hich
seems to have worked to the satisfaction

to make t he Top 75.
In America , however. Cyndi's chart
placings have been more consistently
good. Indeed, 'I Drove A ll Night' is her

of both partners. Eartha last appeared in
t he chart on I 2 April 1986, whilst Bronski
Beat made what appeared to be their

• PRINCE: "Holy humungous chart returns, Batman!"
Duran Duran's 'A View To A Kill'
(number two, 1985). 'Licence To Kill' is the
17th official Bond theme, and never
before have three in a row r eached t he

Bono climbs four places to number 17
this week, beating the number 20 peak it
scaled in 1986.

Top 10.
Incidentally. one t hat failed. but shouldn't
have. Lulu's ·Toe Man With T he Golden

CHARTFILE USA EXTRA

Gun' is available again for the first t ime in
years on a new album released o n the
Start label. ·souled Out - The Best Of
Chelsea' brings together 16 tr acks
recorded for the Chelsea label and its

having the number one and number I 00
singles in America this week with 'Baby
Don't Forget My Number' and 'Girl You

farewell four weeks later.
61 year o ld Eartha·s first chart hit was

eighth Top IO hit .there from nine
releases, and could be her third number
one. Cyndi's only non-Top 10 hit in

'Under The Bridges Of Pans· more than

America is I 985's 'Money Changes

34 years ago. Only Nat ' King• Cole

Everything·. w hich peaked at number 27.

T he World ' you can also find classic hits
from Linda Carr, William

careers - and no-one has managed to
top Eartha's feat of staging a successful
return to the chart after an absence of

• 12 years ago last week. Gladys
Knight and the Pips entered the
Top IO for the third and last t ime with

Devaughn, New York City,
Disco Tex and His Sex-o-Lettes,
Jim GIistrap and Dee Clark,

nearly 281/ , years - the amount of time
that elapsed between 'Under The Bridges
Of Paris' dropping out of the chart ,n

'Baby Don't Change Your Mind'. This
week, Gladys. temporarily deprived of her
Pips, returns to the Top IO with 'Licence

• ·1 Want It All' Queen' s first single m
over 2 1/ 2 years. debuted at number three

1955. and 'Where Is My Man· resuming
Eartha's chart career in I 983.

To Kill' the theme from t he new James
Bond film of t he same name.
Bond producer Cubby Broccoli
and his team seem to be better than ever
at picking hits to publicise 007 - 'Licence

and Petula Clark have lengthier chart

• Five years to the week after she was
last in t he UK and US Top I Os
simultaneously with T ime After Time·.

Cyndi Lauper does it again. with 'I
Drove All Night', the first single off her

-

To Kill' is the t hird Bond theme in a row
to be a big hit. following A-Ha's 'The
Living Daylights' (number five, 1987) and

18
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BACK TO LIFE Soul II SouUCaron Wheeler
BATDANCE (FROM " BATHAN")Prince
ALLIWANTISYOUU2
ITIS TIME TO GET FUNKY D Mob leaturlngLRS
JUST KEEP ROCKIN' Double Trouble & The Rebel MC
JOY AND PAIN Donna Allen
FIGHT THE POWER Publk Enemy
BREAKTHRU Queen
VOODOO RAY (EP) A Guy Called G~rtld
PATIENCEGumN' Roses
LONDON NIGHTS London Boys
SONG FOR WHOEVER lleautKulSouth
GRANDPA'S PARTY Monlelove
EXPRESS YOURSELF Madonna
SUPERWOMAN Karyn Whito
POPHUZIK( l989REHIX)M
LICENCI: TO KILL Gladys Knigl)t
SWEETCHILDO' HINE Goos N' -

19
20

I◄

TEARS Fninki,e t(nuddcslSatoshiTomiie/Robert.Owens

16

I DROVEALLNIGHT Cyndil.auper

4

8

9

9

10

II

12

15

13
I◄

II
8

IS

13

16
17

a mere eight weeks ago. and paved the
way for t heir album 'The Miracle', w hich

has sold over a quarter of a million copies
in just five weeks. Their latest single.
'Breakthru' is this week's highest debutant
at number I 3.

number eight t his week.

In the Babble column last week (issue dated
Junt 24}. a story wais printt d concerning
Simon Baits' 'Our Tune' Stdion o(his R adio 1
show. We have been asked to point out thot,
contrary to our report, none of the stories on
'Our Tune' are made up - in foci, Simon
Bates checks every story hhnwlr to make sure

it is genuine. We have also been asked to point
out that no.one at Radio 1 writes letters in
dillerent ha nd"'T iling or catches trains to
places like Swindon and Doncaster in order to
fool him. We accept this and unresen·edly
withdra w everything we Bab bled about.

e 'In A

Lifet ime' by Clannad and

CO.V.PACT DISC
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Desire
BCM
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Rham!
Geffen
Teldec/WEA
Go!
Cooltempo
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Free Style
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Geffen
London

Epic
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BATMAN - ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK Prince
Warner Brothers 9259361
RCA
PASTPRESENT C1311nad
10 Records
CLUB CLASSICS VOLUME O NE Soul II Soul
Epic
4624992
A NIGHT TO REMEMBER Cyndi uuper
FLOWERS IN THE DIRT Paul M<Caroiey
Park>phone
RCA
RAINBOW WARRIORS Var"'"'
MCA
DON'T BE CRUEL 8<>bl>y Brown
Parlophone
THE MIRACLE Qu..n
APPETITE FOR DESTRUCTTION Guns N' Rom
Geffen
Circa
RAW LIKE SUSHI Neneft Cherry
EHi
THE OTHER SIDE OF THE MIRROR Stevie Nici<•
CBS
NITE FLITE 2 Vario,.,
WEA
WATERMARK Enya
Virgin
STREET FIGHTING YEARS St"'l'le Minds
Stylus
PRECIOUS METAL v.,;oos
WHEN THE WORLD KNOWS YOUR NAME Deacon Blue
CBS
K/tche,,ware KWCD-4
PROTEST SONGS Prefab Sprout
Elektra
A NEW FLAME Simply l\ed
CBS/WJ A/BHG
THE HITS ALBUM IO Various
CBS
EVERYTHING the B>ngles
Compiled by GallUp

4 6 RIV\

German duo's album. which shares its title
with t heir introductory hit. has also been a
big success in America. selling over 13/.,
million copies so far. It climbs a notch to

TWLW

TWLW

6

Know It's True·. The latter title. which gave
them their first hit. peaked at number two
at the beginning of April. The French/

SIMON BATES • AN APOLOGY

-

TWELVE INCH

7

subsiduaries in t he mid-70s. Apart from
Lulu's Bond t heme and her Bowleproduced cover of The Man Who Sold

THE TOP AND BOTTOM O F IT: MIiii
Vanllll have the unusual dist inction of

THE TOP OF THE POPS .HART

THE NATIONAL TOP 100 SINGLES AND LPS COMPILED FOR

UK SINGLES
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BACK TO LIFE Soul II SouVCaron Wheeler
BATDANCE Prince
SONG FOR WHOEVER Beautiful >outh
ALL I WANT IS YOU U2
SEALED WITH A KISS Jason Donovan
RIGHT BACK WHERE WE STARTED FROM Sinltta
I DROVE ALL NIGHT Cyndi Laupcr
LICENCE TO KILL Gladys Knight
IT IS TIME TO GET FUNKY D Mob featuring LRS
JOY AND PAIN Donna Allen
JUST KEEP ROCKIN' Double Troubl< & The Rebel MC
SWEET CHILO o· H INE Guns N' R<><ES
BREAKTHRU Queen
THE BEST OF HE Cliff Richard
EXPRESS YOURSELF Madonna
PINK SUNSHINE Fuubox
IN A LIFETIME Clannad with Bono
ATOMIC CITY Holly Johnson
LONDON NIGHTS London Boys
POP HUZIK (1989 REMIX) M
I DON'T WANNA GET HURT Donna Summer

PATIENCE Guns N' Roses

BE WITH YOU the Bangles

•~•=u~<=• ~•~•

10 Records
Wamer Brothen
Island
PWL
Fanfare
Epic
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12
13
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16
17
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Parlophone QUEEN I
EHi
Sire
WEA
CA
MCA
Te ~EA
FTee Style
Warner Brothers
GeffenGEF56
CBS
EHIUSA
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i i~E COOKED Fine Young Ciinnibak
BLAST Holly Jo!,nson
ANYTHING f9R YOU Gloria Estefan With Miami Sound Milchine
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HCA
O Epic:
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TIN MACHINE Tin Machine
EHi USA
LOC'ED AFTEI\ DARK Tone 1.6c
Delicious/Fourth & Broadway
1-.. WALKING ON SUNSHINE (BEST OF ...) Eddy Grant
'
Blue Wave/Pa,-lophone PCSD I08
7 GOOD TO BE BAC K Naulle Cole
EHi USA
3 THE ESSENTIAL DOMINGO Placido Domingo
Deutsche Gr-ammophon
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~ MOTE Hue- And Cry
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G N.-R UES Guns N' Roses
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2Kylie Minogue
KARYN iW'HITE Karyn White
·
LIFE IS A DANCE - THE REMIX PROJECT Chak> Khan
FOREVER YOUR GIRL Paula Abdul
1 300 JACKSON ST J•cksonS
KICK INXS
ANOTHER PLACE AND TIME Donna Summer

* * * **/ **l;i:,~
Warner Brothers
Warner Brothers
Siren
Epic 4633521
* * * Mercury
Warner Brothers
Circa
Real World
Geffen
EHi
Telstar
Atlantic WX277
* * * * * * * * * Epic
Epic

PASSION Peter Gabriel

HEAVY NOVA Robert Palmer
G,IPS'('KINGS Gipsy Kings
BIG GAME Wfiite Lion
BAO:M;i:hael Jatkson
MINO BOM8 The The
0

6

~

:I ~/J:O~.:!'~J~J6
7o o~ft~<;;:,cs
GRETCHEN GOES TO NEBRASKA King's X
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21

55
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Rhythm Kin\~l'~t:.~~
Polydor
Wa,-ner Brot hers

STEPPIN' TO THE S HADOWS Shadows
GREEN
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• • indicates a sa les increase of over 50%
indicates a sales increase
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THE SECOND SUMMER OF LOVE Danny Wilson
EVERY LITTLE STEP Bobby Brown
I WOULD 00 FOR YOU UB◄O
0...,ln-donal
FOREVER YOUR GIRL P>ula Abdul
Siren
ORANGE CRUSH R.E.M.
Brothen
REQUIEM London Boys
l'M THAT KIND OF GUY LL Cool J
UNDER THE GOD Tin Machine
EHIUtMT68
SATISFIED Richard Marx
EHllJSA
CHILDREN OF THE REVOLUTION Baby Ford
HERE COMES YOUR HAN Pixies
AND A BANG ON THE EAR Waterboys
Ensign ENY624
TEARS Frankie Knuc.kles/'Satoshi T omiie/R.obert Owens
London
C HINA DOLL Julian Cope
Island
A BIT OF .•. < Kiss AMC>
Syncopate SY29
DAYS Kirsty MacColl
Virgin KMA2
(l'VE GOT YOUR) PLEASURE CONTROL Simon Harrlsll.onnle Gordon
London
FERRY 'CROSS THE MERSEY Various
PWL
CHA CHA HEELS Eartha Kitt And Branski Be:at
Arista 112331
STORMS IN AFRICA (PART
Enya
WEA
BROTHER OF MINE Anderson ruford Wak~man Howe
Arista
WEA
:':TYH~lNSi~:hford
CBS ROAT6
BETTER DAYS Gun
A&H
HEAD ABOVE WATER Clive Griffin
Mercury
HELYOM HAUB (ACID ACID ACID) C.ppella
Music Man
BRING HE EDELWEISS Edelweiss
WEA
l'M A HAN/YE KE YE KE Clubhouse
Music Man MMPS7003
LIKE A YO-YO Sabrina
Videogram DCUP I
FROM NOW ON Jakl Graham
EHi
HAVE I TOLD YOU LATELY Van Morrison
Polydor
THE DEAD HEART Midnight Oil
CBS OIL4
ONE Bee Gees
Warner B,-others
SIT DOWN J•mes
Rough Trade RTllS
BREAKING HEARTS Strength
A,-ista
WITNESS FOR THE WORLD Cry Before Dawn
Epic
DOWN TO THE WIRE Ghost Dance
Chrysalis
HEAVEN Miles Jaye
Fourth & Broadway
LOVE BOMB BABY Tigern.ilz
Music For Nations
1rs REAL James Ingram
Wamer Brothers W2975
TEU IT LIKE IT IS Don Johnson
Epic
WOMEN BEAT THEIR HEN Voodoo Doll
Champion
THE WAY TO YOUR HEART Soul Sister
Columbia
BAHBOLEO (ARTHUR BAKER REMIX) Glspy K;ngs
Al Al313
HARRY HOUDINI Kon Kan
Adantic A8872
REFLECTIONS Dorothy
Cooltempo COOLl87
ROXANNE'S O N A ROLL Real Rnxan™"
Urban
DREAMS OF SANTA ANA/THE TEXICAN Ons,ge Lemon
Champlon C HAHP78
LOVE IS A HOUSE Gina Foster
RCA PB◄l747
THE FLY (ZOBI LA HOUCH~ Les Negresses Venes
Rhytt,m King
I DON'T HIND THE WAITIN Omar
Kongo Dance
EVERY LITTLE TIME Kim
A,-ista 112292
RADICAL KICKBAG Overlord X
Mango
THE KING IS HERE/THE 900 NUMBER ◄S K;ng
o ,-Beat
THE BIG E A Certain Ratio
A&H
STREETS OF YOUR TOWN Go-Betweens
Beggars Banquet
LOVE'S TAKING OVER Imagination
RCA PB◄l6S9
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• • 2Z

Cookempo

DOWNTOWN One 2 M:iny
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9
16
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BATMAN - ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK Prine.
Wamer Bros WX2BI
CLUB CLASSICS VOL. ONE >oul II >oul
10 Records
TEN GOOD REASONS Jason OonO\lan
PWL
DON'T BE CRUEL Bobby Brown
H CA
RAW LIKE SUSHI Neneb Cherry
Circa
PASTPRESENT Cl,nnad
RCA
APPETITE FOR DESTRUCTION Guns N' Rose.s
O Geffen
FLOWERS IN THE DIRT Piiul McCartney
Parlophone
A NIGHT TO REHEBER Cyndi lauper
EPIC 462◄991
THE MIRACLE Queen
Parto phone
WATERMARK Enya
WEA
WHEN THE WORLD KNOWS YOUR NAME Deacon Blue
CBS
THE OTHER SIDE OF THE MIRROR Stev;e Nicks
EHi
EVERYTHING the Bangles
CBS
STREET FIGHTING YEARS Simple Minds
Virgin
A NEW FLAME Simply Red
* Elektra
IJKE A PRAYER Madonna
Sire
P(lOTEST SONGS Prefab Sprout
Kitche nwa,-e

ll, 1 :~:~ ~ ~! i~-~/~m~orrison
2S

Poly\tor
MCA
P'f'L
O,,ysalls

~

I

s

1

Circa
tolwn
Epic
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11
8
29
l
9
63
3
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26

Wamer Brothen
C BS
London
MCA

10
l

8
9

Desire

•

2

7

Geffen

J
l

MANCHILO Neneh Cherry
FIGHT THE POWER Publk Enemy
WALTZ DARLING Makolm Mcl..arcn/Bootrilla c
FUNKY COLO MEDINA/ON FIRE Tone Loe '
CRY Wattrfront
I WON'T BACK DOWN Tom Petty
HAND ON YOUR HEART Kylie Minogoc
GATECRASHING Llvlng In A Box
GRANDPA'S PARTY Monie love
YOU'LL NEVER STOP ME LOVING YOU Sonoa
LOOKING FOR A LOVE Joyce Sims
VOODOO RAY (EP) A Guy C.lled Gerald
ON THE INSIDE Lynne Hamilton
WINO BENEATH HY WINGS Bette Mkller

s

◄

6

MCA
London
BCM

SUPERWOMAN Ka n White
TILL I LOVED YOcr Placido DomingoJ]ennifer Rush
CRUEL SUMMER '89 Banananma

THE ONLY ONE Transvision Vamp

I
2
l
◄

Got

* Platinum (600,000), D Gold (400,000 sales), 0 Silver (200,000 sales)
•

TOP 75

TWLWW/C

TWLWW/C
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DISINTEGRATION the Cure
STOP Sam Brown
EAT ME IN ST LOUIS It Bites
ANCIENT HEART T,nita Tllc>.rvn
GOYA .. , A LIFE IN SONG Pl>cldo Domingo
KITE Kirsty MacColl
MARIA MC KEE Maria McKee
THE INNOCENTS Er~ure
THE GREATEST HITS COLLECTION Bananarama
MONEY FOR NOTHING Dire Straiu
KALEIDOSCOPE WORLD Swing Out Sister
NEW YORK Lou Reed
ROAC HFORD Roachford
STONE ROSES Stone Roses
THE LEGENDARY ROY ORBISON Roy Orbisoo
TRAVELING WILBURYS Tr.lveling Wilburys
BADLANDS B>dl>nds
THE BEST OF UB40 VOL I US◄O
DOOLITTLE Pixies
PRIVATE COLLECTION Cliff Richard
T HE JOSHUA TREE U2
OPEN UP AND SAY • •• AAHI Polson
TRACY C HAPMAN Tracy Chapman

Ele~t~!
Hepforce/Atlantlc WX279
Fiction

A&M
Vir'gin
* WEA
CBS
Vif"gin
Geffen
Mute
* * London
Vertigo
Fontana
Sire
CBS
Silvertone
Telestar
Warner/Wilbu,-y
Atlantic
Virgin
4AD
EH i
*** Island
Capitol
* * * Elektra

**
* ** *

*

TOP 20 COMPILATION ALBUMS

TWLWW/C

18
II

6
S
2S
2

• "11

l5

10
II

12
7

12

10

13

8

I◄
IS
16
17
18

l◄
16
IS
l3

"

20

17

l5
14
J
4

25
26
18
I
2S
12

THE HITS AL9VH 10 Various
NrrE FUT£ l V.arious
RAINBOW WARRIORS Va.rious
PRECIOUS METAL VMlous
THE CHART SHOW - DANCE MASTERS Variol.ls
DIRTY DANCING OrigiN,I Soundmclc
DON'T STOP THE MUSIC VINOU$

CBS/WEA/8MG
CBS
RCA PL74065
Stylus
Dovo,

* * RCA
Stylus SHR977

0000 HOft.NINO VleTNAM OrlglNI Soun<flm:k
SOFT METAL Various
DEEP HEAT - THE SECOND BURN VMious
BUSTER Orlzln:ll Soundtraclt
NOW THAT'S WHAT I CAU. MUSIC
V;lrious
RAY MOORE - A PE.R SONAL C HOIC E Variou:s,
FFRR- SILVER O N 8LACtc. Various
PREMIERE COLLECTION - ANDREW LLOYD WEBBER Various
THE BLUES BROTHERS Original Soundtrack
CHEEK TO C HEEK Various
T HIS IS GARAGE Various
HORE DIRTY DANCING Orlrmal Soundtndr.
THE SINGER AND THE SONG VariOi.lS

t•

"""

Stylus
Telst.u
** Virfin
EMINirgln/Polygraffl

BBC
Stylus

* * * Rea.11yAtlantic
Useful

CBS
Cooltemopo
RCA
Stylu~

*

*
* Triple Platinum (900,000 sales), * * Double Platinum {600,000
sales), * Platinum (300,000 sales), D Gold (100,000 sales), O Silver (60,000
sales). Every star represents 300,000 sales.
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